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OPINION

first thought

Samba, anyone?
Big events such as the Superbowl, a presidential inauguration or, yes, the Football
World Cup - the most watched sporting event on the planet - are a huge test of the
operational skills of the service side of business aviation. Flight planners, dispatchers, ramp services, charter operators and most of all, the FBOs closest to the venues
themselves, are all put under severe pressure to perform.
On Thursday 12 June, the Opening Ceremony of the 2014 Football World Cup
will take place in Sao Paulo’s Itaquera Stadium, to be followed at 9.00 pm that
evening by the ﬁrst of the matches, featuring the host nation, Brazil, against Croatia. The ﬁnal takes place on Sunday 13 July and between these two dates, private
jets and commercial charters will be ﬂying to and fro between 12 host cities and
stadiums across the ﬁfth largest country in the world, with an area of over 8.5 million square miles, with a notably under-developed road and rail infrastructure. Add
in security restrictions, ﬂight bans on match days and grid-locked trafﬁc and it all
looks, well, somewhat testing as well as frenzied!
In this issue we introduce a major new section to EVA, FBO Spotlight, and we
couldn’t have chosen a moment more likely to put FBOs under sharp scrutiny. This
issue features interviews with Execujet, who handled 95% of the trafﬁc for the
South African Football World Cup in 2010; with Lider Aviação in Brazil and with
ﬂight planning specialists Colt International and Universal Weather and Aviation.
We also proﬁle Landmark Aviation, London City and YU Lounge’s FBOs in Mauritius
and St. Kitts.
We’re delighted to announce that we have now mapped out the agenda for
EVA’s Future of Business Aviation Conference 2015, to be held once again at the
Heathrow Hilton, Terminal 5, on Thursday and Friday, 19-20 February 2015. We’ll
have more on this in our NBAA edition, but it is safe to say the 2015 event is going
to be a tremendous occasion, both a mind-stretch for speakers and delegates, and
a celebration of business aviation - one of the most innovative of all industry sectors with an unmatched record of being an early adopter of new technologies! The
2015 “Futures” event will feature panel discussions as well as presentations from
leading ﬁgures across the industry.
The global economy continues to present the industry with a mixed picture,
with encouraging growth in the US being offset by political adventurism in Europe. As Andy Hoy, senior Vice President, aircraft sales, for EMEA for Jetcraft, the
world’s biggest broker of pre-owned jets, notes in our Macro Economic Window
feature, Russians are now selling more business jets than they are buying, while
the Chinese, worryingly, are selling about as many jets as they are buying. Neither
situation helps to promote growth in private jet usage.
Despite these, hopefully, passing clouds, EBACE, as usual, will be a great incentive to all to drive business onwards and upwards. Business jets continue to be
one of the most powerful tools for corporate deal-making and project execution,
going where the scheduled commercial services can’t or won’t. As global growth
picks up, the whole sector gets galvanised. I expect the mood at EBACE this year
to be strongly positive!
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An epic operation
Margie Goldsmith interviews Mark Lakin, travel photographer and philanthropist, and co-founder of
Epic Road, a luxury travel company that uses private jets for safaris and exotic adventure holidays
for clients.
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Rick Adams reports on the way new helicopter simulation technology gives the lie to the long
standing view that helicopter ﬂight simulators are either too expensive or too technically inadequate
to be an essential element of pilot training.
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This issue’s article from Anthony Harrington features Jetcraft’s Andy Hoy on the impact recent
events in the Ukraine and the slowdown in China have had on jet sales, plus commentary from
Tom Vosa, Head of Market Economics, Europe at National Australia Bank, and Matt Gertken, senior
analyst with Stratfor, which specialises in geopolitical studies.
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PROFILE: RIZON JET

Renaissance
In June 2011, Executive & VIP Aviation interviewed Allan McGreal, Rizon Jet’s Director of FBO for the UK,
as he embarked on the most extraordinary adventure of his business aviation career. The industry
was at its lowest ebb, competition was at its most intense, and the country was experiencing its worst
economic recession. But all that aside, Rizon Jet’s investor was looking for a return.

S

ince that interview a lot has
changed. Or has it? EVA thought
it was time to return to see if
McGreal’s predictions for the
business have been realised.
Now Chief Executive of Rizon Jet
UK, it’s clear something has gone right for McGreal
and for Rizon Jet UK. The business is doing well and
in its ﬁrst two years, won critical acclaim scooping
the industry’s top two awards of best FBO & Handling Agent in EMEA & Russia, 2012 and 2013. But
there has been a lot of structural change too.
The most noticeable has been the closure of
Rizon Jet’s Doha-based headquarters and the
retirement of its Middle Eastern ﬂying ﬂeet. This
was a calculated decision on the part of the GSSG
Group, whose founder Ghanim Bin Saad Al Saad,
an inﬂuential and successful Qatari businessman,
had a vision to create market changing services
for business aviation. GSSG Holdings remains the
owner of the business today.
The Doha business closure was timed to take
effect as the Qatari capital’s new international
airport opened, and Rizon Jet’s operation was
effectively closed to trafﬁc. With the Doha
operation concluded, the UK business could
accelerate programs to grow independently into
2014 and beyond. Allan McGreal seized his chance
to restructure the business accordingly.
During its three years from a ground up start,
the UK business has grown consistently month on
month from its opening in May 2011 to around a
total of 5000 movements, nearly 3 million litres
of fuel sold and has hosted almost 10,000 passengers. This impressive growth coupled with its
industry accolades has set a precedent for the next
generation of FBOs.
So what of the bold claims made in 2011?
A cornerstone of McGreal’s strategy has been
the diversity of services on offer to passengers once
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inside the facilities. The resulting improved customer experience is designed to increase passengers’
productive dwell time as they pass through the
FBO. An informal tagline for Rizon Jet UK is a play
on the question ‘how long does it take to get to the
City of London from here?’ Instead the company
poses a question which alludes to its own attractions: ‘how long does it take for the City to get here;
Rizon Jet London Biggin Hill?’ The answer is clear,
with Mayfair a mere 12 miles away, McGreal has
made sure it takes less than 10 minutes by helicopter transfer from Battersea, and a tested average
of 55 minutes from Mayfair using Rizon Jet’s own
afﬁliated chauffeur service.
The increase in dwell time by departing and
arriving passengers is impressive. Compared to the
industry standard of less than 5 minutes, at Rizon
Jet UK passengers spend an average of nearly 28
minutes in the FBO. This claim does not point
to delays to passengers, but rather the
delivery of another valued level of
service not ordinarily available in
lesser facilities: one of productive
convenience and luxury, which
when added to the cabin experience can be considered another
reward for passengers choosing
business aviation services. McGreal argues that the service sector of the business cannot afford
to be passive and simply ignore
the needs of passengers and
operators by not contributing
to the ﬂying experience. Adopting the old adage that in business
aviation speed is everything simply
won’t do.
While time has always been an
important aspect of business

aviation services, now it is value for money and the
creation of a value added, wholly productive experience which is the key to success for the service sector responsible for getting crew and passengers to
and from the aircraft. McGreal believes this change
in focus has come from the inﬂuence of new communications technology and its capacity to change
time and place. He explains:
“Today, passengers and operators are faced
with situations where a ﬂight plan can be relevant
and manageable on take-off only to be rendered
void at wheels up. An FBO incapable of recognising this and still stuck with the concept of planning
to move a client from aircraft directly to a car, and
away from a dedicated resource from where an
alternate plan can be formulated or executed, is
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Today, passengers and
operators are faced with
situations where a ﬂight
plan can be relevant and
manageable on take-off
only to be rendered void
at wheels up
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not only misunderstanding the concept of customer
service but is failing to appreciate the role a modern, competent and fully resourced FBO can assume
in the cycle of events that make up a movement
between airports.”
Technology has changed the environment
almost overnight. The tagline that the City can
come to the FBO is today a reality for Rizon Jet.
Equipped with all of the business tools necessary
to deliver essential FBO services, its London Biggin
Hill FBO can easily accommodate the hosting of
major corporate M&A teams, conferencing, private
meetings and major product launches, together
with a host of aircraft broker and sales platforms
available to showcase aircraft and product. All
are available to the passenger, operator, owner or
broker. There is no longer a need to abandon the
destination or departing FBO for lesser quality venues, products or services in the nearest metropolis
– because by conducting the business at the FBO
of choice, time is added back by others having to
travel to the FBO rather than the client travelling
further, by going into the City to conduct business
and then to return.
For private clients and their families, McGreal
further argues that the space, climate and services
available at Rizon Jet UK allow the family travelling together to make use of all the facilities that
a modern FBO can offer, including restaurant food
and entertainment. Furthermore, it can happily accommodate those who wish to travel with the ﬂying
party up to departure or perhaps meet them on arrival, so they can enjoy more precious time together.
McGreal’s philosophy of giving more to the
business aviation customer of today adds to the
already persuasive arguments about why ﬂying by
business aircraft is one of the most discerning, rewarding, productive and cost effective choices the
modern traveller can make. He is adamant that the
service sector has got to come out of the shadows
of the OEM’s impressive investment strategies in
new aircraft. It must begin a process of FBO investment that matches the quality of the inﬂight experience, which raises FBO standards. Then there will
be nowhere for the ill equipped and latent service
providers to hide. Their poor service offerings con-
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tinue to sabotage any progress made in convincing
owners that the business aviation service offering
is signiﬁcantly better than the premium product
offered by the scheduled carriers. The ‘below par’
providers must be replaced by better ones, with improving capability thereby increasing competition
and creating a successful and enriched experience
for the customer.
It’s clear that much of this philosophy is embedded within the Rizon Jet product. Its undeniable
success, despite all of the economic pressures on
the new start-up and the fact that no recognisable
brand was available to boost its entry into the market, deﬁes all the odds.
McGreal accounts for this success in three ways.
Firstly, the investor’s commitment in what is arguably the best integrated Fixed Base Operation and
Maintenance facility in the EMEA regions. Secondly,
the team of people recruited to populate and run
this extraordinary facility. Its success is a testament to their diversity, experience, qualiﬁcations
and dedication to customer service; all of which is
recognised by industry awards and accreditation.
And thirdly, perhaps more controversially, McGreal
regards the ambition of the business and its investor to create an integrated full service facility without comparison, by disregarding the service standards and expectations of others to build a ‘Game
Changer’ installation. This he regards as the most
important contributor to its success.
Two signiﬁcant points from that 2011 interview
remain. In the original interview McGreal was emphatic about the beneﬁts of a joint strategy and of
not acting in isolation. Given the Doha business is
no longer open, Rizon Jet UK is effectively now an
independent business. How does he square this one?
He returns that point straight back of course;
nothing has changed. Despite the loss of the Doha
arm of the business, it has not changed his belief
that a partner or joint venture FBO/MRO will bring
depth, strength and diversity to the work done by
Rizon Jet UK. This would only proﬁt the organisation and its clients, by having a strategy that looks
beyond the horizon for support and partnership,
underpinning the business and ensuring that its
culture is both shared and enjoyed. He remains

determined not to squander the success and work
done by Rizon Jet UK and is alive to prospects that
want to inherit and exploit this.
The second and ﬁnal point yet to be answered;
what of that ‘empty page’ he mentioned from
which the new business in 2011 was going to start,
did what was written eventually get delivered?
McGreal is circumspect, the answer comes in
two parts; ﬁrst there is disappointment and a genuine sadness that the Doha-based business has not
enjoyed the success of its UK sibling. For a number
of reasons this was not to be, but from this, Rizon
Jet UK has been able to establish a greater permanence. Secondly, there is elation that everything such
an empty page might have had written upon it, has
come true. He points to the impressive growth of the
business, the faithful and hugely supportive customer base which has given the business such a consistent and reliable foundation, the industry recognition
from its awards, the determination to establish new
standards of service, the ‘Game Changer’ ethos so enjoyed by its customers and staff, and most important
of all, to return to an inspired investor the success
he so rightly deserves for his support of such a key
change to the market overall.
So where to now?
2014 started with a bang! The MRO with its impressive Line & Base capabilities across much of the
Bombardier range, all series of Hawker aircraft and
a select few from Citation 550 to TBM has become
his latest focus for growth. McGreal has a huge appetite to develop this treasured capability to fully
exploit the magniﬁcent hangar and talented team
and has already set the bar high for delivery. New
relationships here are as valid as they might be for
the FBO, so there will be no stone left unturned in
the search for the best possible outcome for the capability so hard won.
A new management team is now in place, the
responsibilities are wide so as to exploit every aspect of the £28 million facility, from FBO and MRO
services right through to the customer services
business which encompasses events management,
conferencing and product launch through to a new
restaurant and supercar sales arm.
There really is no limit to Rizon Jet’s sky. O
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INTERVIEW : MARK L AKIN

An

operation
Margie Goldsmith sits down with Mark Lakin,
co-founder of luxury travel operator Epic Road

T

ravel photographer and philanthropist, Mark
Lakin, is the co-founder of Epic Road, a luxury
travel operator that designs bespoke “transformative travel” experiences such as private
plane whale-watching safaris in Namibia and
microchipping rhinos with conservationists in
Tanzania, combining the journeys with humanitarian and
conservation initiatives.
Lakin began his career in 2002, practicing corporate law
at a midsize, white-glove Park Avenue law ﬁrm. The position
was prestigious and lucrative but Lakin’s heart wasn’t in it.
Ultimately, travel became the young lawyer’s passion, though
for him that didn’t mean relaxing or going to the beach. Even
with only a long weekend of free time, he would choose the
furthest place he could imagine such as Iceland, leaving for
the airport directly from work and heading right back to the
ofﬁce on his return.
To document his experiences, he became a shutterbug; it
wasn’t long before he went from being a hobbyist to learning
the craft. “It wasn’t about traveling to shoot, it was just about
traveling, but always having my camera around my neck to capture the candid moments,” he comments.
In 2006, Lakin had a pop-up gallery photography show in
New York City’s Greenwich Village, a show that proved to be
enormously successful. It also turned out to be a pivotal moment
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I stood up and told the audience what
I thought life, happiness and success
were. It was my moment of truth and
I wanted this new life that was very
different than anything I had ever done

for Lakin as he realized that through his photographs, he could freely share his travel experiences and newly found perspective with others,
a revelation that would later lead him to working
in the ﬁeld of travel.
By 2013, still practicing law, he realized that
he’d achieved the ﬁnancial success he’d hoped
for, but had not found the passion and fulﬁllment he craved. He took a couple of months to
collect his thoughts and began discussing various travel concepts with his business partner-tobe, Mark Chaﬁian.
In early 2011, Lakin had met Christine Garde,
founder of CouldYou?, a non-proﬁt organization
looking for a photographer to document an upcoming immersion experience to Africa focused
on helping inﬂuential Americans ﬁnd where their
skill-sets intersected with the needs of human-
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ity. The charity sought a cameraman who’d be
comfortable interacting with the privileged and
the poor and that could facilitate dialogue and
effect change. The job offered Lakin everything
he was passionate about: Africa, humanitarian
work, and photography.
On that trip, Lakin and his business partner
created Epic Road, a travel design company creating once in a lifetime transformative experiences for travelers. Lakin is also a highly respected travel photographer with his own gallery in
the West Village, NYC, and has photographed
everything from a bow and arrow hunt with the
Hadzabe tribe of Tanzania to gorilla tracking up
the volcanoes of Rwanda. He is an active Board
member of Goods for Good that has helped educate more than 70,000 orphans in Africa., Plus
he is on the Board of the Bodhi Tree Founda-

tion, which enables travelers to support people
in need, protect cultural heritage and conserve
the planet’s biodiversity.; One Bodhi Tree project Lakin helps is the S.A.F.E campaign, a fundraising vehicle targeting conservation and antipoaching efforts for elephants.
Q: He continues to lead immersion experiences
in Africa for CouldYou?
A: We caught up with him at the Epic Road
ofﬁce in New York City:
Q: While working for the law ﬁrm, you began
to travel at every opportunity. How did that
inﬂuence your career path?
A: It gave me perspective that you can only
get from traveling. Connecting to people from all
different walks of life made me realize that there

INTERVIEW : MARK L AKIN

were so many paths to happiness and I was walking down someone else’s path. It was time to ﬁnd
my own path.
Q: What is happiness to you?
A: I was raised to believe happiness is all
about the money, the house, the car, the family. I
had everything I’d been told happiness was but I
still wasn’t happy. What I learned through travel
was that people from other parts of the world
considered happiness a full belly, a beautiful sunset, a hug from a friend, good health, security,
freedom, democracy, community, helping others,
and leaving your mark. I decided that happiness
and fulﬁlment in my career would be about signiﬁcance rather than success.
Q: What was that ﬁrst trip like with CouldYou?
A: It was one of the most incredible experiences of my life. We brought food to villages
that had never been visited by westerners, we

cooked the food together with local villagers
in their pots using their recipes, sat on bamboo mats under the stars, ate together, sang,
danced, and just lived together for a night. At
the end of the evening, each person was taken
back to a host family’s hut, often made of cow
dung, clay and straw; we slept on the ﬂoor with
the families. I saw the pride with which people
lived, their dignity, and how indomitable the human spirit could be when pushed to the limit. It
made me realize that with all the opportunities
I had at home, I had the ability to do anything
I set my mind to. It also made me realize that
my life’s work would be a social venture where I
would not just do well but do good.
Q: And how did that change your life?
A: When I came back, I hosted an event
where I exhibited my photos from the trip. I stood
up and told the audience what I thought life,
happiness and success were. It was my moment

of truth and I wanted this new life that was very
different than anything I had ever done. I was
thirty-three years old.
Q: And then what did you decide to do?
A: Marc Chaﬁian, a friend I’d known since I
was 18 and I had been kicking around various
travel concepts and we decided that we would
create a travel concept using traditional luxury
and adventure travel as a vehicle to raise awareness by peppering in inspiring and transformative experiences around humanitarian and conservation initiatives.
Q: What did Marc bring to the table?
A: Marc was the ideal partner for me: bright,
successful, energetic, well-traveled and passionate about conservation. He’d previously worked
in private equity. He understood business, entrepreneurship, ﬁnance and accounting, and was
very tech savvy. Whenever we travelled, we were
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Private charter in and
around Africa can
be very helpful and
useful. Many of our
routes are not serviced
by commercial air or
alternatively incoming
ﬂights don’t connect
with outgoing ﬂights

always working on what that extra bit looked
like. For me it was always humanitarian: I want
to visit an orphanage, I want to go and play soccer with kids at school, I want to visit a clinic
-- I’ve always been driven by my connection to
people and their struggle. Marc was seeking out
the conservation angle: he always wanted to go
like shark tagging, adopt an orphaned elephant
or learn about climate change and observe glacial retreat on site with scientists.
Q: And that’s when you created Epic Road?
A: Like most new ventures, we went through
several iterations of exactly what it would look
like and the outcome of those decisions brought
us to the Epic Road you see today.
Q: What was the most important advice your
parents gave you?
A: They stressed education; they said I’d always have my education, that no one could take
it away, and I could apply it to whatever I did.
They have celebrated my successes and helped
me think through my failures. The most important thing is they believed in me.
Q: You were recently appointed to the Bodhi
tree board. What is that?
A: The Bodhi tree is a non-proﬁt organization
that was established by travellers for travellers
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to enable the travel industry and individuals to
fund grassroots initiatives that protect cultural
heritage, conserve our planet’s biodiversity and
support people in need.
Q: You’re also on the board of Goods for Good.
What is that?
A: Goods for Good is a non-proﬁt organization that seeds small businesses in Southern Africa that provide employment; the proceeds are
used to facilitate orphan education in the local
communities. Since its inception seven years ago,
we have facilitated the education of 70,000 orphans.
Q: What would be an example of a Goods for
Good trip by Epic Road?
A: Epic Road planned a trip that I led
where we took five donors to Malawi to visit
some of the communities and their new businesses. Goods for Goods seeds small businesses, for instance, a chicken farm or chicken
roasting business or an agricultural project,
we will train the community on how to run
it, financial, accounting and so on, and that
community will own the business. The proceeds of the businesses are used to facilitate
orphan education in the local communities.
We visited several businesses and met hundreds of orphans at school, on their way to a
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INTERVIEW : MARK L AKIN

better life. We then took a charter plane to a
beautiful resort, Kaya Mawa on Likoma Island
in Lake Malawi to debrief, interpret what we’d
seen and determine how we would individually take action.
Q: Do you ﬂy privately?
A: Yes, most often for access to remote destinations. The trips that get me the most excited
and those that Epic Road is known for are in the
most remote places that often can only be accessed by private plane. Most of those runways
are dirt and stone, so we’re using single and double engine prop planes.
Q: And for longer distances?
A: For safaris combined with beach holidays in the Seychelles or the Maldives, we’ll use
anything from a Gulfstream 550 to smaller jets
such as Embraers, Learjets, Cessna Citations
and Bombardier Challengers. We also have access to other jet aircraft such as Bombardier’s
Global Express and CRJ.
Q: And you also do private trips by private jet?
A: Yes, we recently took two families with
lots of young kids by private jet. They didn’t
want to deal with all the logistics of commercial
ﬂying and they wanted private time to be together. The thing about ﬂying private is you get
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I want to visit an
orphanage, I want to go
and play soccer with kids
at school, I want to visit a
clinic -- I’ve always been
driven by my connection to
people and their struggle

to control your journey, so you might ﬂy over a
migration or over a volcano or over a herd of elephants, and you can circle around and go back
and see it all over again.
Q: How does ﬂying privately help your business besides access?
A: It allows us to cater to a broader range of
markets. We have many people who visit destinations because they want to photograph them
and shoot video. By ﬂying private, you have the
ability to get those amazing aerial shots. Some of
the planes we use have windows that allow you
to ﬁx the lens into the window so you can get
unobstructed beautiful art shots.
Namibia is an incredible place to do by ﬂying
safari: you see migrating whales, seal colonies,
ship wrecks rusting on the beach; and with a private plane you can ﬂy low, circle back, join the

whale for the migration -- those are experiences
you never forget.
Private charter in and around Africa can be
very helpful and useful. Many of our routes are
not serviced by commercial air or alternatively
incoming ﬂights don’t connect with outgoing
ﬂights. For this reason private air travel can cut
down on unnecessary stopovers or lengthily
overlays; and many locations are only accessed
by private air.
Q: Which charter operator do you use?
A: It depends on the destination and the
number of people which determines the size
aircraft we will charter. We like Execujet. Which
has an excellent ﬂeet and the best private
lounges and facilities around Southern Africa.
We like Bateleur Air/Federal Air for smaller
private charters like King Air 200s -- they have
great service. And we are almost certain to
use Federal Air, mostly a Beechcraft 1900, for
guests going to Kruger Park as they operate
the only ‘scheduled charter’ service with daily
departures to some of the top safari lodges in
the greater Kruger area. Sometimes we switch
to smaller aircraft on arrival in the Kruger area
to hop over to a certain lodge. Our charter company of choice in Botswana is Mack Air; they
operate the best kept and best insured ﬂeet of
small aircraft ﬂying circuits all around Botswa-

INTERVIEW : MARK L AKIN

na from 206’s to Airvans to Caravans; you can
buy a seat on charter and the day before travel
they’ll arrange times for pick-ups and drop offs
at each location to make this feasible.

low us access to most of our airstrips. It’s only
when encountering a very short and rough airstrip as in the Okavango Delta that perhaps a
Cessna Caravan may be the better option.

Q: Which FBO you frequently ﬂy from?
A: In South Africa: Lanseria, or Tambo, Cape
Town, Skukuza or KMIA; in Botswana: Maun and
Kasane; in Namibia: Windhoek; in Mozambique:
Vilancoulos, Pemba; in Zimbabwe: Victoria Falls;
and in Zambia: Livingstone

Q: What are you most passionate about?
A: I love connecting people to things that
are impactful in their lives, to be the bridge
between people and the mark they want to
leave in the world. Epic Road allows people to
take a luxury holiday while connecting them
to experiences that will love and inspire them.
As for my photography, even if a person can’t
afford to buy a piece, they can come in, look
at it, and learn about that person or place for
free. My images are designed to tell stories
about people and places from the corners of
the earth.

Q: If you were to buy a jet which one would it
be and why?
A: Without doubt a G5 or G6. The comfort,
quality and range of these aircraft are amazing. For African travel which often can’t handle a jet, so best is a prop plane which allows
for maxmium comfort and ﬂexibility and can
land on dirt and grass – the Pilatus PC 12 or
perhaps a King Air 200. These two aircraft al-

Q: What do you hope to accomplish in the
future?

A: I want Epic Road to be a force in the world
connecting potential donors to causes in environments that are inspiring, memorable and positive. I want Epic Road to be known as the company that created ﬁve-star vacations with a soul.
I want the philanthropic experiences we create to
lead with positivity and inspiration rather than
guilt. We want our travelers to feel empowered
to take action and to give some of that incredible intellectual and ﬁnancial capital to causes
that move them.
Q: What do you want your legacy to be?
A: I would like to be known as somebody that listened to needs of the world and
matched those needs with the people that
are capable of addressing them; to know
that my clients moved into action and found
the same fulfilment and happiness in their
actions as I do; and to have left the world a
better place. O
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F OCUS: HELICOPTER SIMS

New helicopter simulation technology and dozens of deployments have placed
advanced pilot training within reach. By Rick Adams

I

s it time for helicopter operators to adopt an
“airline attitude” toward training and incorporate simulators as an essential element of the
curriculum for pilots?
The excuse that helicopter ﬂight simulators are technically inadequate or too expensive is no longer valid. In the past decade, and
especially in the past year or so, simulator manufacturers have developed and are rapidly deploying
helicopter-speciﬁc technology at all levels of the
training continuum, and it can be argued that the
rotary-wing community now enjoys levels of visual
and motion ﬁdelity that exceed those of their ﬁxedwing brethren.
“Until about 10 years ago, visual systems did
not provide a realistic enough training environment,” Randy Gawenda, Frasca International representative, told EVA. “As technology has improved,
so has the visual capability, and helicopter simulation has now reached the point as a viable tool for
training and not just instrument work or procedural
training. The rotorcraft industry is quickly learning
that there are much more cost-effective ways to
train and produce the same highly proﬁcient pilot
than just in-aircraft training.”
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“As technology advances and more high-ﬁdelity
simulators are deployed globally, we are deﬁnitely
seeing both increased acceptance and adoption of
simulation training,” said Robert (Rob) H. Lewis,
Vice President and General Manager of Montrealheadquartered CAE’s global business aviation,
helicopter and maintenance training. “The key is
continuing – and even accelerating – the operator
trend on the civil side to bring the efﬁciency and
safety mindset to bear while leveraging technology
to enhance realism and improve the training experience.”
Hi-Fidelity Motion and Visuals

Two areas in which technology is signiﬁcantly
improved in the new-generation helicopter simulators: motion systems and visual systems.
Paris-based Thales is one of several manufacturers using an all-electric motion platform. (Contrary
to widespread misunderstanding, Thales retained
its civil helicopter simulator business when it sold
its civil ﬁxed-wing sim business to L-3.) Thales Vice
President, in charge of Training & Simulation activities, Jean-Jacques Guittard, told us their ‘Hexaline’
six-degree-of-freedom hexapod system features

“incredible smoothness … equivalent in terms of
smoothness to the experience of a state-of-the-art
hydraulic system but with a very low life-cycle cost.”
Guittard said, “An innovative counterbalancing device without pneumatics or external energy” results
in “no noise, no vibrations” and is both oil-free and
air-free. Power requirements are claimed to be 80%
lower than equivalent hydraulic motion systems,
thus reducing the environmental footprint of the
simulator (as well as the nuisance of ﬂuid disposal).
The most dramatic and visible improvement in
helicopter simulators is in the visual systems, both
with regard to ﬁeld-of-view (FOV) and scene content.
For many years, helicopter simulator vertical
ﬁelds of view were limited to tilting display systems
designed for ﬁxed-wing aircraft simulation up or
down a few degrees, never quite adequate for the
ground-level experience helicopter pilots need. Horizontal FOVs were generally 200-220 degrees wide,
the limit provided for airline cockpits.
FlightSafety International’s current CrewView
display for helicopter simulators is up to 310 degrees
wide, close to a complete wraparound for whatever
a rotorcraft pilot might be able to see. The glass
mirror display also “eliminates edge distortions

F OCUS: HELICOPTER SIMS

common in legacy soft-ﬁlm (mylar) mirror systems,”
according to Steve Phillips, Vice President, Communications for New York City-based FlightSafety. “This
is particularly important for near-ground operations
and increased ﬁelds of view, allowing the pilots to
train with virtually the same out-the-window view
in the simulator as the helicopter.” The CrewView
vertical FOV is up to 60 degrees.
CAE opted for a direct projection dome for its
new-generation 3000 Series helicopter ﬂight simulator – for medium-size helicopters, a 210-degree
horizontal by 80-degree vertical FOV in a 10-foot
diameter dome; for large birds, up to 220 x 95 in
a 12-foot dome.
The training advantages of direct projection are
“greatly improved height and speed cues in close to
the surface for ground and water operations,” CAE’s
Lewis told us. “Maneuvers requiring a high degree
of visual accuracy, such as helideck and ship landings, ditching scenarios, and touchdown autorotations can be trained with greater ﬁdelity by direct
projection visuals.”
Frasca’s Gawenda noted, “Many of our highlevel devices include a large vertical ﬁeld-of-view so
that elevated pads and rig approaches can be done
the same as if they were in the aircraft because the
visual extends to the chin bubbles and the pilot will
have the same visual references through the pedals
that they use in the real world.”
On the database generation side of the visual
package, the enhancements in the simulator world
parallel technology advancements in the computer
graphics driven by the Xbox/PlayStation consumer
video game market. But rather than sci-ﬁ aliens
or bouncing Italian cartoon characters, helicopter
pilots beneﬁt from highly detailed offshore oil rigs
which look remarkably like the real-world platforms
they land on, blowing grass and other rotorwash
effects in landing zones, and urban canyons that
replicate the streets, vehicles, buildings, power lines,
and construction cranes of the city environments
where they conduct emergency medical or suspectpursuit missions.
Thales’ Guittard said their ‘ThalesView’ family
of image generators “offers helicopter-speciﬁc effects and rapid terrain database generation. The
database encompasses a range of speciﬁc exercise
zones, enabling a broad spectrum of training environments to be reconstructed. Today’s visual system
dramatically improves visual cues and realism for pilots for the best immersion in the training scenario.”
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NEW HELICOPTER SIM DEPLOYMENTS
Helicopter manufacturers are increasingly taking the lead in providing training for their own
aircraft.
The newly re-branded Airbus Helicopters provides pilot training on ﬁve aircraft models
(Super Puma L1 and L2, Dauphin/Panther, EC155, and EC225/725) at its Helisim facility
in Marignane, France (near Marseilles, not far from the French Riviera). This summer they’ll
add the new EC175 medium twin-engine helicopter with Helionix avionics suite; the Level D
sim was built by Spain’s Indra.
Airbus also has an extensive network of simulators and ﬂight training devices at support
centres around the world, including the US, UK, Norway, South Africa, Singapore, Malaysia,
China, Japan (this year), and Brazil.
AgustaWestland is also expanding its global network of authorized training centres with
AW109 training in Zurich, Switzerland and AW139 courses in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
A JV with Mubadala Aerospace intends to launch AW139 training in Abu Dhabi this year.
The AgustaWestland-CAE Rotorsim collaboration, which began in 2001, in Sesto Calende,
Italy, north of Milan, features simulators for the A109E, Nexus, and Power variants, as well
as AW139 and AW189. Building 16 on the AgustaWestland Alessandro Marchetti Training
Academy will eventually accommodate up to nine full-ﬂight simulators, and even has a
customer-convenient rooftop helipad. The JV has further AW139 capability in Morristown,
near New York City, and they will likely add AW169 and AW189 training in North America.
With the stand-up of the new Textron TRU Training + Simulation organisation (including
the acquisition of simulator manufacturers Opinicus and Mechtronix), might we also expect
to see Textron’s Bell Helicopter begin to expand its Academy offerings?

s
s
s
s
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s
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Here are some representative recent and near-future helicopter simulator deployments:
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Counting all high-end ﬂight simulators serving the civil helicopter market, the number of
training devices available has risen from about a dozen only 3-5 years ago to more than 60
expected this year.
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“The increased power of recent image generators has enabled more detailed scene content
along with dynamic, intelligent models of people
and vehicles as part of scenarios such as accident
scenes and offshore operations,” said CAE’s Peter
Cobb, Business Development Leader, helicopter
training. “Combined with the large ﬁelds of view
possible using dome displays and very high-resolution projector systems, this greatly improves the
sense of immersion in training tasks that have
visual demands.”
CAE’s visual system, marketed as Tropos to the
civil market and Medallion to military customers, is
now offered with visual databases developed using either satellite imagery or a ‘Motif’ production
technique. The Motif technique can be used to create “country-size” areas of imagery without relying
solely on expensive satellite imagery. Cobb explains
that satellite-only databases may lack the correlated 3D content critical to low altitude visual cueing.
Additionally, imagery shading, shadowing and time
of year are permanently etched into the picture,
thereby preventing real-time control. These factors
can seriously affect training tasks that involve lowlevel ﬂight operations. CAE Motif compositing offers a signiﬁcant reduction in the cost of database
ownership and also provides all-season generation
as well as attributes for infrared and night vision
training, which are being increasingly used in civil
helicopter operations.
FlightSafety’s newest image generator upgrade,
VITAL 1100, was rolled out the latter part of last

year, and features “hundreds of millions of scene
elements processed every second and presented
along with environmental effects such as physicsbased weather models of rain, snow, and hail that
develop and react as they do in the real world.”
Other unique features include dynamic shadowing
and enhanced shading effects. Jon Hester, FlightSafety General Manager, Visual Systems, said, “VITAL 1100 offers unprecedented ﬁdelity for a wide
variety of uses with full-ﬂight simulators and a complete range of other advanced training devices.”
FlightSafety’s Phillips notes the VITAL visual system includes scenes for offshore operations, as well
as a comprehensive model of New York City for executive transport missions and imagery for emergency
medical scenarios. “The visual system is optimized for
training low-level ﬂight operations, offers increased
scene content, vastly improved weather features, and
enhanced levels of detail for optimum cueing.”
FlightSafety claims VITAL 1100 can provide system resolutions that are “well over 20 million pixels” for a typical 200 degrees horizontal FOV. The
computational performance of VITAL 1100 is up to
ﬁve times greater than that of its predecessor. The
enhanced display management system is also designed to reduce life cycle and maintenance costs.
Low-End Trainers Proliferate

Helicopter simulator training is not solely the
domain of high-end full-ﬂight simulators (FFS).
There are several companies offering devices
which can provide training in fundamental

procedures and ﬂight tasks.
California USA-based Professional Helicopter
Simulators (PHS) has sold more than 120 ‘FlyIt’
devices to customers in 26 countries in North and
South America, Europe, Africa, and Asia. The devices
represent light helicopter types such as the Bell 407
or Airbus Helicopters AS350B2. Cost of a FlyIt trainer
is on the order of US$150,000-800,000, compared
to several million dollars for an FAA-qualiﬁed Level
D FFS. However, PHS Chairman and Chief Operating
Ofﬁcer Terry Simpkins told EVA the advanced training device (ATD) offers “80 percent of the training
capability of an FFS at 5 percent of the cost.”
In the US, type ratings are not required for light
helicopters. Simpkins said the FlyIt is “the only ATD
ever authorized [by the FAA] for 7.5 hours of hover
training.” After using the trainer, students have reportedly been able to hover the helicopter in only
1.5-2 hours.
ETC Aircrew Training Systems, Southampton,
Pennsylvania US, produces a general aviation
helicopter trainer with three axes of motion and
a single-channel visual display, which can be used
for selecting pilot candidates. They have also developed a generic-cockpit ‘Heloﬂight SD’ device with
14 training proﬁles, as well as an advanced 6-axes
simulator with night vision goggle compatibility.
Elite Simulation Solutions (Zurich, Switzerland
and Orlando, Florida), in cooperation with
Daedalus Technologies and Laminar Research,
debuted a Robinson R22 trainer at the Sun N
Fun event in Florida in March. Wayne Keyes, Elite
Director of Business Development, said, “The
orientation and size of the visual display gives
the correct spatial orientation for hover training,
conﬁned area landings, pinnacles, auto rotations,
and deceleration maneuvers. We also incorporated
a dynamic audio tactile feedback system that
totally immerses the pilot into helicopter seat-of-thepants ﬂying.”
The US$50,000 ‘X-copter’ from Guidance
Aviation, Prestcott, Arizona US, introduced in
February, features two touchscreen monitors
for the avionics, buttons and switches. It can be
conﬁgured to simulate analog and glass panel
versions of the R22 or R44. O
Rick Adams is chief perspectives ofﬁcer for
AeroPerspectives, an aviation communications
consultancy based in the south of France,
Geneva, and Dallas. He may be reached at
rickadams@aeroperspectives.com
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W

hen Bombardier’s Global
7000 undergoes certiﬁcation some time in 2016,
the aircraft’s launch engine will be GE’s new Passport engine. This is also
currently under development, but is expected to
certify in 2015, comfortably ahead of the arrival
of the Global 7000.
With 16,500lb of thrust per engine, the
Passport will help the Global 7000 to achieve
a range of 7,300 nautical miles at a speed of
Mach 0.85. However, GE is not just focusing on
the top end of the business aviation market. It is
just as interested in taking on Pratt & Whitney’s
legendary PT6 turboprop engine at the other end
of the scale. GE’s re-engineering of the stalwart
and “ruggedly efﬁcient” Walter M601 engine
into the GE H80, H75 and H85 family, is ﬁnding an expanding circle of customers in the turboprop world.
The pick of these is undoubtedly Ken Ricci’s
Nextant Aerospace, which specialises in “re-imagining” and re-engineering older aircraft, namely
the Beechcraft 400, re-launched as the Nextant
400XT, and most recently, the Beechcraft C90
turboprop, to be relaunched by Nextant as the
G90XT.
According to Brad Mottier, vice president and
general manager of GE’s Business & General Avi-
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ation and Integrated Systems Organisation, the
key to success in both instances has been GE’s
ability to draw on its lead in innovative technology, particularly the use of composites.
Mottier points out that the Passport engine
was GE’s ﬁrst application of Ceramic Matrix
Composite (CMC), where it was used in 15 different parts in a number of major sub assemblies,
including the centre body of the exhaust. “The
Passport was our ﬁrst non-military application of
this technology in a GE engine,” he notes.
At a push the Passport could be considered
a scaled down version of GE’s LEAP engine,
which it is producing in partnership with Snecma. Mottier points out that Passport uses much
the same technology as LEAP in its compressor
section, its eCore technology. “In addition to
the core we have introduced a number of new
technologies, including a fan blisk. The fan has
18 blades and is one single piece of titanium,”
Mottier explains.
The beauty of a blisk fan is that it maintains
its balance whereas a conventional fan with slot
in blades inevitably has balance issues. The conventional design relies on the centrifugal force of
the rotating fan to keep the blades in position.
This gives it a different balance at the start of its
revolution to when it is going at speed. “With the
blisk, we can machine the balance into the blisk
and it stays that way forever,” Mottier observes.
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From the point of view of the owner of a business jet powered by the Passport, what this equates to is noticeably
less vibration and less noise, creating a quieter cabin. “On
a long range business jet, that is a very important value
for the customer,” Mottier adds.
According to Mottier the Passport is moving
smoothly through its testing program. “We built four
test engines and we have so far accumulated about

400 hours running time, including 100 cycles,
and the engine is meeting or exceeding the
expectations,” he comments. GE has also ﬁnished the altitude tests on the Passport. “We
took it up to 51,000 feet in our altitude test
facility that we use for our military engines
and we ran it through the full operational
spectrum of the engine. This means that when
we mount the engine to one of our two Boeing 747 test planes, we expect everything will
run smoothly,” Mottier notes. Icing tests have
already been completed in Winnipeg, Canada,
with no problem. Engineering cross wind tests
and fan “blade out” rigs have been completed,
with formal certiﬁcation tests later this year.
Other remaining hurdles include bird strike
test, hailstorm and water ingestion tests. “Fuel
and emission performances are coming in right
on spec. Comparing Passport to today’s long
range business jet engines, we will be 8% better on fuel burn and we meet the Stage 4 noise
regulations and the emissions restrictions with
margin to spare,” Mottier adds.
He reckons that other airframe OEMs
are already expressing considerable interest
in Passport. “We are talking to a number of
people. The performance of this engine is really phenomenal, and when it enters service
it will obsolete everything already out there,”
he comments. O
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Q: Where is PWC with the PW800 development today?
A: The PW800 engine is still currently in
development. At the end of 2013, we initiated
ground testing of a 10,000 to 20,000-pound
thrust PW800 engine demonstrator. P&WC will
expand the test program as required to position the engine in the marketplace. Given that
thousands of hours of testing have already been
done on the core, we believe we can certify a
PW800 engine variant within 36 month of signing a launch customer.
The PW800 is intended to power large
business jets with power ranging from 10,000
to 20,000 lbs thrust. The gas generator of
the PW800 also serves as the core for PW’s
PurePower, PW1000G geared turbofan (GTF)
engine, which has been selected to power
Bombardier CSeries, Mitsubishi MRJs, Irkut MC21 and Embraer E-Jets.
By using the high performance/high
efﬁciency cores from the Pure Power family
of engines combined with a fan and a low
pressure turbine (LPT) optimized for business
jets applications, this new turbofan will make
a step change in the business aviation market.
With the PW800, P&WC has a huge advantage
in having the common core of the geared
turbofan. It removes a lot of risk and gives
P&WC a springboard.
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Q: The 50 year milestone for the PT6 is obviously huge, what do you have planned by way
of enhancements to take the PT6 onwards
and upwards (no pun intended)?
A: Answers to be provided on Monday.

The investment amounts to $275 million
over ﬁve years and includes the creation of a
World-Class Centre of Excellence for Intelligent
Manufacturing in Longueuil, an $80-million
initiative. The Centre of Excellence will come to
fruition with the development and implementation of three new intelligent production lines
featuring cutting-edge equipment and technology. The production lines will be dedicated to
manufacturing highly complex key components
for the new-generation family of PurePower®
engines recently launched by Pratt & Whitney.
Q: What’s happening with the P300?
A: Today, P&WC powers more mid-sized
jets than anyone else in the industry, a leading
position made possible by the PW300 engine
family. In the 4,700 to 8,000-lb-thrust class,
the PW300 is recognized for its low fuel
consumption, standard-setting environmental
friendliness, reliability and economical operation.
Recent developments include:
Bombardier Learjet85

Q: What can you tell us about investment in
your various plants?
A: In October 2013, Pratt & Whitney Canada announced an investment in Cutting-Edge
Technologies and Upgrades to its Facilities.

Bombardier’s all-new Learjet 85 midsize business aircraft, powered by two PW307B engines,
successfully completed its maiden ﬂight on
April 9, marking the start of its ﬂight program
leading up to ﬁrst customer deliveries. The Learjet 85 continues a long and fruitful partnership
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between Bombardier and P&WC, spanning six
decades with products ranging from the PT6powered Twin Otter to the PW150A-powered
Q400 and PW305A-powered Learjet 60.
Cessna Sovereign+

Since February, P&WC’s PW306D turbofan engine model is in service on the Cessna Citation
Sovereign+ midsized business jet. Rated at a
maximum take-off thrust of 5,907 pounds, the
PW306D delivers the best thrust-to-weight ratio
in its class. It features higher thrust at climb and
cruise as well as improvements in overall speciﬁc fuel consumption (SFC).
New Engine Maintenance level
for PW307A engines

P&WC recently introduced a Platinum level of

coverage for the ESP® offering to Dassault’s
Falcon 7X operators (PW307A engines). This
now includes routine periodic inspections, corrosion repair, low utilization inspections, renewal
of technical publications and enhanced engine
trending and performance margin analysis.
Q: PW Canada has a long history with Beechcraft and you now have an agreement for the
Kenny Dichter’s Wheels Up ﬂeet. What can
you tell us about the relationship and the
new deal?
A: As part of the agreement, P&WC will support the PT6A-60A engines powering the King
Air 350i aircraft recently ordered by private aviation membership company Wheels Up. Under
this renewable agreement, the Wheels Up King
Air 350i ﬂeet will be enrolled in P&WC’s world-
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class Gold Eagle Service™ Plan (ESP® Program).
Coverage provided under the Gold ESP®
Program includes parts and shop labour for
scheduled engine overhaul and hot section inspection, unscheduled engine and line replaceable unit (LRU) maintenance, rental engine
support, trouble shooting and mobile repair
team (MRT) support for unscheduled aircraft on
ground (AOG) situations and required product
support improvements at shop visits.
The agreement also includes an airframemounted Aircraft Data Acquisition System
(ADAS®) and Data Transmission Unit (DTU®)
and associated services for automated engine
health management and trend monitoring.
Q: Any other issues you want to cover?
A: We are pleased to announce signiﬁcant

milestones on the regional market:
This year, P&WC’s PW100 turboprop family is celebrating its 30th anniversary, marking the beginning of a journey that saw it
play a key role in the development of the
global regional airline industry thanks to
outstanding reliability, durability and operating economics.
Also, P&WC’s FAST (Flight Data Acquisition
Storage and Transmission System) engine diagnostic, prognostic and health-management
(DPHM) recently received a Transport Canada
Supplemental Type Certiﬁcate (STC) for use
on Bombardier Dash-8 200 and 300 series
aircraft, paving the way for its installation on
these models. Transport Canada STC No. SA1270 now includes Bombardier Models Q200,
Q300 and Q400. O

ENGINE SPECIAL REPOR T: SNECMA

W

ith both Cessna and
Dassault ﬁrmly committed to running
Snecma’s
Silvercrest
engine on their next
generation aircraft, the
Citation Longitude and the Dassault Falcon FX5
respectively, the successful launch of Snecma’s
new business jet engine project now looks assured. As Silvercrest Program Director Laurence
Finet explains, it has been a long and challenging road to get from the initial conception to
having major OEMs signed up.
“We announced that Cessna had selected
Silvercrest in May 2012. It was a huge deal for
us to have Cessna as the launch customer for
Silvercrest. The Longitude is Cessna’s ﬁrst 7,000
kilometre range jet and puts them ﬁrmly in the
super, mid-size market. We have designed Silvercrest to deliver between 10,000 and 12,000
pounds of thrust, which is the sweet spot for
the super mid-size and ultra large business jet
market,” Finet comments.
Then, in October 2013, at NBAA, Dassault
announced that it was going with Silvercrest for
the Falcon 5x, its long range offering, which is
designed to compete head on with Bomardier’s
Global 5000 and the Gulfstream G450. The
new jet, which is planned to enter service sometime around 2017, will have two Silvercrest engines, each delivering 11,450lb thrust. This was
another huge win for Finet’s team and a tremendous endorsement for the Silvercrest program.
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The project to design a clean-sheet business
jet engine came out of Snecma’s own studies
of the potential demand for mid-sized, large
and long range business jets. Those studies, begun back in 2006, indicated that there would
be robust growth in this segment over the two
decades, with some 8,000 new aircraft being
delivered to customers. The opportunity to build
a new, clean sheet engine that could address
today’s energy efﬁciency, emissions and noise
constraints was irresistible, Finet says.
Snecma was in an ideal position to enter
the business jet market. It would be able to
draw on its expertise as a maker of military jet
engines and its 40 years of experience in the
commercial engine market with the CFM56 and

its successor, the new generation LEAP. Best of
all, it had the opportunity to build an engine
that would be designed from the ground up to
address fuel, noise and NOX emission targets
that were not even being talked about when
the current generation of business jet engines
were being designed. Producing an engine that
could leapfrog the competition in terms of these
crucial parameters while delivering the required
thrust levels more efﬁciently was both an exciting engineering challenge and a great business
opportunity.
There are now seven Silvercrest engines fully
built and on the test bed. “We are well into our
test plans and are about a year, more or less,
away from certiﬁcation. The wins we have secured so far have been driven by the outstanding performance we have been able to demonstrate to OEMs,” Finet says.
Another key feature of Silvercrest that appeals to OEMs and operators alike, is the maintenance concept and real time monitoring build
into the engine. Snecma’s ForeVision system
was developed speciﬁcally for Silvercrest and
draws on Snecma’s experience with commercial
engines. It carries out a continuous monitoring of the engines in ﬂight and will send any
anomalous readings direct to Snecma’s data
centre, where the information can be acted on
by specialized engineers using expert systems.
Support services for Silvercrest will come
through Snecma’s Silvercare package, providing 24/7 support from three regional service
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centres, in Europe, North America and Asia.
Each centre will offer replacement engines and
equipment, spare parts and mobile maintenance teams.
Finet points out that Snecma has been ramping up the scale of the Silvercrest team as the
engine has moved closer to certiﬁcation. “The
team is now very large. We have some 1,500
people, not counting our partners. The main
partners are Aircelle (Safran) for the nacelle
and thrust reverser, plus Techspace Aero and
Sagem, both Safran companies, for the lubrication unit, booster and forward sump, and the
latter for the electronic control unit. Hamilton
Sundstrand is providing the accessory gear box
and Woodward the fuel pump metering unit
and actuators. So all in all the number of people currently employed on Silvercrest is huge.”
“Bringing a new engine to market is very exciting, particularly for me as an engineer and
for my fellow engineers. And it is not just the
technical work. We have done a great job in
marketing the Silvercrest brand which means
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that today there is tremendous market awareness of the brand. Moreover having state of the
art new jet aircraft like the Longitude and the
Falcon 5X, with all the interest that generates,
is also very good for our brand,” Finet notes.
Finet has led the Silvercrest project from the
get-go, since the early marketing studies and the
production of the ﬁrst prototype, a core demonstrator, back in 2006 through 2007. What was
key in her selection as project Director was the
fact that she was both a Snecma qualiﬁed mechanical engineer, and had a strong customer
support background from prior roles at Snecma.
“Entering a new market – and this was
Snecma’s ﬁrst venture into the business aviation market – requires a sound knowledge
of the potential customer base. You need to
understand what business aviation customers
are looking for, and bring that back inside the
organisation so that the design can progress.
The wins we have had show that we have been
successful at listening to what the customer
wants,” Finet concludes. O

NOTE ON LAURENCE FINET
Laurence Finet joined Snecma (Safran) in
1985 as design engineer on an open rotor engine project. Two years later she was
transferred to GE in Cincinnati, Ohio, to work
on the CF6 engine. From 1988 to 1992 she
was in charge of product technical support at
CFM International, the 50/50 joint company
of Snecma and GE, before being named Lufthansa Group Customer Support Manager for
CFM for six years. From 1998 to 2000, she
was Manager CFM56 program, CFM’s ﬂagship product, for Boeing applications. She
then moved into executive positions, starting
as head of Snecma’s commercial spare part
operations from 2000 to 2003, before being
named chief engineer for CFM56 manufacturing. Laurence was then appointed General
Manager of the Silvercrest Engine Program in
2006 and has been in charge of its development and commercialization.
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INTERVIEW : SAM JANTZEN

New Mallards
Interview with Sam Jantzen, CEO Mallard Aircraft

B

ack in April 1946 when executives from Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation saw the
ﬁrst of Grumman’s G-73 Mallard
twin engine amphibious aircraft
landing on water, the company’s
executives could not possibly have forseen that
almost seventy years later the current owners of
the Mallard type certiﬁcate would be embarking on a project to build a whole new generation of Mallards.
The reason why the Mallard has had such
an extraordinary lifespan is not hard to ﬁnd.
Anywhere in the world where there are islands or
coastal harbours, the Mallard’s ability to land on
water, then trundle up a ramp under its own power to allow the passengers to disembark without
the risks associated with climbing into a small
boat, makes it a favourite choice. To this you can
add the fact that it can take up to 5000lb of
useful load, which is to say any combination of
people and luggage on a short trip (most Mallard
trips are pretty short rage). Plus it is forty knots
faster with a full load than its nearest competitor,
and has a longer range. Put all that together and
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you have an aircraft that is seriously appealing.
When EVA interviewed Sam Jantzen, the Managing Director of Mallard Aircraft, he was just a
few days away from starting a round the world tour
with the aim of talking to a number of existing and
potential Mallard users from the Mediterraenian to
the Philippines and Indonesia. Mallard Aircraft’s vision and origins go back to Fred Frakes, who earned
an industry wide reputation both for his upgrades

What is already clear is
that the level of interest
around the world in the
Mallard is far stronger
than we had anticipated

to the Mallard, and for the iconic Frakes exhaust systems for the Mallard and several other PT6 powered
aircraft. The original Frakes upgrade strategy was to
replace the Mallard’s old radial engines with what
was then Pratt & Whitney’s new and highly popular
PT6-34 engines, giving the aircraft a serious uplift
in performance.

Jantzen took up the position of CEO at Mallard at the invitation of Frakes’ grandson, Joseph
Frakes and Joseph’s father Jo Frakes. A long time
friend of the Frakes family, Jantzen’s mission, he
was told, would be to ﬁnd both a new generation
of customers for the Mallard and a manufacturing partner to build brand new aircraft under the
Mallard type certiﬁcate, which Fred Frakes had
bought a decade or so earlier, when Grummen
stopped manufacturing the aircraft.
Jantzen accepted the Frakes’ offer with alacrity. It was exactly the kind of bold, visionary project
he was looking for as his next challenge. He was
formerly COO of Raisbeck Engineering, amongst
other roles in the industry over the years.
The association between the Frakes and the
Mallard goes back to the early 1960s when Fred
Frakes developed an aircraft charter operation in
Alaska, ﬂying a Mallard. Frakes sold his Mallard
on his return to California in the late 1960s, but
found that he missed ﬂying the aircraft so much
he bought it back. His next move was to replace
the original radial engines with the gas turbine
Pratt & Whitney PT6A. The tremendous performance enhancement this gave to his Mallard
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caught the attention of other Mallard owners,
who were soon turning up as customers for their
own engine upgrades.
Frakes began looking around for a site to do
Mallard upgrades, and ended up moving his family and operations to Texas, where he set about
upgrading the Mallard ﬂeet to PW’s PT6 engines.
Then he designed an innovative new exhaust system for the Mallard and added the exhaust business to his operation and Frakes Aviation Exaust
build a world wide market retroﬁtting his exhaust
system to a number of different aircraft types.
“Our objectives right now are to determine as
precisely as we can what type of end user base
there is out there for this airplane. What is already clear is that the level of interest around
the world in the Mallard is far stronger than we
had anticipated. We had thought there would
be strong interest from those who were familiar
with the aircraft, but it has exceeded all our expectations,” Jantzen says. He had a number of
good meetings at the Singapore Air Show and
went from there to Abu Dhabi where he spoke
to some people who were seriously interested in
ﬂying Mallards around the Gulf. “One operator
out there is ﬂying Cessna Caravans with ﬂoats,
but it is not enough airplane for their business
and they are very interested in switching to the
Mallard,” he notes.
Jantzen will shortly be off on his second trip
to China. “We have a lot of interest from some
companies over there in partnering with us on
the project in one way or another.”
Historically, the strongest interest in the Mallard has come from Europe and from the Mediterranean in particular. “Getting around the Mediterranean by boat takes a very long time. There are
so many resorts around the Med catering for
high net worth individuals and
a Mallard can carry clients to resorts from the major cities in the Med,
quickly and easily. We have had a steady

Mallard VIP Cabin

stream of enquiries from this region which I’ll be following up on during my trip,” he comments.
The basic idea is to generate a good, solid
base of potential buyers, with signed letters of
interest, and to take this to potential manufacturing partners. “The outsourced manufacturing
can be done in any country, anywhere, and we
will either be a part of the manufacturing process, if that is what is needed, or we can focus
on marketing and sales, as I said. We are already
talking to manufacturers and having some very
good conversations,” he notes.

The new Mallard will have a glass cockpit
and the same the luxury, executive interior as
the best of the present generation of Mallards.
“The interior was well designed and upgraded in
the 1980s. We plan to have several versions offthe-shelf, depending on the seating options that
owners prefer. If someone wants a completely
bespoke interior we’ll do that as well,” he comments. So far Jantzen doesn’t have a ﬁrm price
for the new aircraft but it will be in the same
range as an equivalent aircraft, in terms of man
hours of build time. “The King Air 350 takes a
similar number of hours to build as a Mallard,
so the probable price we are thinking about will
be in the $6.5 million to $8.5 million mark in
today’s dollars,” he comments.
The Mallard will do around 1200 nautical
miles at a cruise speed of 165 knots. Jantzen
points out that most operators will typically be
working on point to point distances of between
100 to 400 miles. The new-builds will have the
option of either Collins Avionics or the Garmin
1000. The Mallard has ﬂown with Collins avionics in the cockpit since the 1980s.
All Mallard and Jantzen need now is
a manufacturer to build the
plane and a queue of willing
buyers. The aviation sector may be
many things, but boring it ain’t! O

Cutaway showing
the Mallard VIP Cabin layout
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BRAZIL WORLD CUP 2014: LIDER AVIAÇÃO

Book early or weep!

O

n every continent, it is probably safe to say, there are
people who are either already certain that they are
going to be ﬂying to Brazil
for the football World Cup,
or who are giving it serious consideration.
What they probably do not know, and should
acquaint themselves with as fast as possible, is
that ﬂying to the games by private jet, whether
it is their own or a chartered jet, is only going to be possible for those who start planning
right now.
The magic date for private ﬂights to the
World Cup is May 15th. On this date the Brazilian authorities are committed to announcing
just how many slots there will be available in
total in the run up to, and through the period
of the World Cup. For those who are foggy on
the actual dates of the World Cup, it begins on
12 June and ends on 13 July.
Operators everywhere have been chafing
for weeks at what they saw as foot-dragging
and unnecessary delays on the part of the
Brazilian authorities in announcing how
many slots would be available, and what the
breakdown would be by airport. So the announcement of a specific day when all will be
revealed has been widely welcomed. However,
one thing that is already clear, is that vacant
slots are going to sell like hotcakes. Competition for those slots is going to be as fierce as
the football matches themselves.
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Cynthia de Oliveira

We’ve been planning for
this for a long time, and
from January this year our
planning group has been
meeting weekly on planning
issues and procedures

Cynthia de Oliveira, Operations Director
at Lider Aviação, the largest FBO operator in
Brazil with an FBO at every one of the 12 host
city airports, points out that the Brazilian

authorities have said that only 10% of the
available slots will be designated for general
aviation. “Another 10% of the slots will be
allocated to jets bringing in the sponsor companies, the football teams and FIFA officials,”
she comments. “We expect all the available
slots to be claimed really quickly, in a matter of days. It is already clear that demand
is going to outstrip the available slots by a
substantial margin,” she adds.
Lider will be dealing with both VIP jets
coming in loaded with FIFA officials and
corporate sponsors, and with everyone who
is using private aviation to fly in to Brazil
from umpteen possible international departure points. EVA asked Cynthia if Lider was
prepared for what is bound to be one of the
most hectic six week periods the company has
ever seen.
“We’ve been planning for this for a long
time, and from January this year our planning
group has been meeting weekly on planning
issues and procedures. But we have really beneﬁted from two ‘practice runs’, which gave us
a very good feel for what we should expect,”
she says. The practice runs in question were
the Confederations Cup, and the Rio +20. The
latter refers to the United Nations Conference
on Sustainable Development, which took place
in Rio de Janeiro on 20–22 June 2012, while
the former refers to the FIFA Confederations
Cup which was played in Brazil in June and
July 2013.

BRAZIL WORLD CUP 2014: LIDER AVIAÇÃO

The Confederations Cup is an eight
team international tournament held
every year, featuring the six reigning
champions from the six FIFA confederations, plus a team from the host nation
and the current holders of the World
Cup. Since 1997 the tournament has
been seen as a dress rehearsal for the
country hosting the next World Cup, so
FBOs in the host country get an excellent practice run at coping with an inﬂux of private jet customers. Although
the Confederations Cup is only a pale
shadow of the World Cup, and generates only a fraction of the excitement
that attends football’s premier event,
Cynthia reckons that it still gave rise to
a surprisingly large number of aircraft
movements. In all Lider dealt with some
15000 aircraft movements during the
course of the tournament.
“We learned a great deal from these
two events and we are putting the lessons to good use in our planning for the
World Cup,” she says. “I’ve been trying to
catch up on my sleep now because I don’t
expect to be getting much through the
competition,” she says, only half joking!
Lider has produced two books to
help those interested in using private
aviation to get to the various matches.
The ﬁrst provides some interesting insights into the various host cities and
the football stadiums that will be hosting the matches. The second, “Flavours
of the World Cup,” introduces the visitor
to Brazil to the favourite regional recipes of each of the host cities. Lider has
also created a special web site where
visitors can click on a map showing the
host cities, to get information on each of
the cities and the stadiums.
The company has also produced
a Planning Guide to the World Cup
which it distributed at the IOC Operator’s conference in March this year. “The
guide was extremely well received at
the conference,” Cynthia says. “We had
our Chief Pilot giving a presentation at
the conference on the regulations and
documentation that Brazil expects from

private jets coming into the country and
that presentation was extremely well attended,” she notes.
Cynthia is conﬁdent not only that
Lider will perform well for its clients but
also that the whole event will be a huge
success. “We have some infrastructure
problems but we love football and we
love visitors here in Brazil, so I am very
conﬁdent that this will turn out to be a

remarkable World Cup. My message to
everyone though is plan early and arrive
in plenty of time for each of the matches
– which means at least a day or two in
advance.”
Hotel accommodation is limited in
many of the host cities, so rooms are going to be almost as ﬁercely contested for
as ﬂight slots. The message really is book
now if you haven’t already booked. O
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on the

World Cup

C

olt International claims to be
the world’s fastest growing trip
support company and the World
Cup features largely in its planning and strategy. “Although we
are still waiting for the Brazilian
authorities to set out the rules, there is a great
deal that we have done ourselves to keep our
clients informed,” comments Flavia Ribas, Vice
President of Operations for Colt International’s
São Paulo ofﬁce in Brazil .
Jeff Briand, Senior VP of International Trip
Support at Colt’s Houston headquarters adds:
“We’ve had a full team involved in planning for
the Football World Cup for more than a year
now. We’ve had meetings with the authorities
and we’ve been running a series of training programs for our own staff. We have put agents in
place to travel to the smaller airports in Brazil
where they do not have much local support, so
that our clients can stay in touch and get the
help they require,” he comments.

Flavia Ribas

Colt is expecting to handle some 200 jets for
the Final in Rio. Briand points out that while Rio
is a great city there are dangers for the unwary.
Kidnapping is fairly commonplace as is street
robbery. Those going to the World Cup need to
take sensible precautions to ensure their personal safety. He points out that Colt has worked
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very closely with FrontierMEDEX Security Services to produce a Security Report for the World
Cup that is available as a free download from
Colt’s World Cup site (http://coltinternational.
com/media/documents/security-report-worldcup.pdf). “Pilots and passengers need to take
the necessary precautions, as outlined in our Security Report to see that they do not get caught
up in situations,” he notes.
Like everyone involved with planning for the
World Cup, Briand expects parking jets for any
length of time at any of the match airports to
be next to impossible. “It seems very likely that
whatever parking there is will be for FIFA, Heads
of State, and teams. As a consequence we have
partnerships with many different hangar operators and airports around São Paulo. There are
ﬁve alternative modern airports around the city
that we can use to reposition jets,” he observes.
The language barrier will be a problem
for many owners, crews and charter operators. But Colt has ensured that there are local
agents who are English speakers, who will be
in attendance at the various airports to ensure
things go smoothly.
One of the helpful things the authorities in
Brazil have done so far is to make it clear that
departures will be expedited. “What they are
going to do is to have alternative slots, so if
you have a last minute ﬂight and no slot, the
pilot can ﬁle a ﬂight plan and they will be given
the ﬁrst window for departure. It might take a
while, but you will be able to leave the airport,”
Briand says.
Ribas had a meeting with the Brazilian authorities who told her that they were
working on alternatives for
those who do not
get ofﬁcial slots.
“It might take some
tweaking, but we are
conﬁdent that customers will be able to ﬂy into
Brazil and that they will be

Jeff Briand

allowed to do what they need to do,” she notes.
Ribas and Briand point out that the Winter Games in the Russian town of Sochi posed
some analogous problems. “Sochi has very limited parking so virtually everyone who ﬂew into
Sochi did so as a “drop and go” and the aircraft
had to be repositioned away from Sochi. You
might have thought that would be a major issue, but as it turns out, it wasn’t. The authorities
showed a sensible amount of ﬂexibility while
the Games were going on and I feel conﬁdent
that the Brazilians will do the same. They know
that this is a huge, showcase event and so long
as people respect the rules they lay down, there
shouldn’t be a problem,” he notes. O
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gears up for the
World Cup
We think it is quite
possible that all the
available slots will be
snapped up as soon as
the Government puts
them online
Christine Vamvakas

São Paulo (top), set to host the
opening game of the competition

T

he largest international contingent of private jets heading for
the twelve Brazilian host cities
for the 2014 Football World Cup
is almost certain to be from the
USA, Europe, and South America. However, you need a lot more than a love
of football and access to a jet to guarantee that
you are going to be in the stadium at the match
of your choice in time for kick-off.
Owners and operators of aircraft heading for
the world’s biggest magnet for football enthusiasts are going to have to navigate their way
through the mineﬁeld of Brazil’s entry and slot
requirements for private jets. Success here is not
a given. As Christine Vamvakas, Operations Communications Manager, and Marcia Taue, Operations Manager, Brazil, at Universal Weather and
Aviation, Inc., explain, timely trip planning – always a vital part of any ﬂight – is going to be
even more critical where Brazil is concerned.

When EVA spoke to Christine and Marcia in
the third week of April they emphasised that
Universal had been in intensive planning mode
for the World Cup for over a year. “It is going
to be very challenging to deliver a great experience for all our clients who want to go. It is
almost May and we still do not know how many
aircraft we can take in to Brazil yet as some regulatory aspects haven’t been outlined yet. The
limitations on what we can do will be both in
terms of slots and parking,” Marcia comments.
Universal is expecting most of the airports
in the various host cities to have their parking
taken up by VIP jets associated with teams,
sponsors and FIFA ofﬁcials, so alternative airports will come into play, and passengers are
going to have to expect to see their jet ﬂy off to
wherever parking is available. ‘Drop and go’ is
going to be the order of the day.
Christine adds: “We think it is quite possible
that all the available slots will be snapped up
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Rio de Janeiro will host the ﬁnal game
of the compeition on 13th July

as soon as the Government puts them online on
May 15th.” Waiting for opportunity slots that
might come up if someone else cancels does not
look like a winning strategy. This is the World
Cup after all, and it only comes around once
every four years. It is going to take a personal
catastrophe of some sort to cause cancellations.
“What we are telling clients is that if you
give us your schedule of which matches you
want to watch, we will ﬁnd the best possible
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There are so many
moving parts in the
logistics of an event
like this, making it
very complex for the
host country
Marcia Taue

solution for your ﬂight. What you end up with
might not be exactly the schedule you were
looking for, but it will be one that works!” Christine notes. Marcia adds that she and her team
are staying up to date with every new piece of
information that is released by the authorities
and it is being posted to Universal’s special
World Cup web site.
With it being likely that aircraft will need
to reposition to alternative airports in order to
park for a few days, charter operators will need
to pay careful attention to crew duty regulations to keep their ﬂights legal. “Depending on
the schedule and how far away the alternative
airport is you might go over crew duty allocations so you may well need to plan for an additional stop to do a crew change in order to keep
your ﬂight legal,” she comments.
Marcia adds that when she and other Universal team members had a meeting with the
Brazilian authorities a few months ago and told
them how many aircraft had already requested
trip planning information with respect to the
World Cup, the Brazilian ofﬁcials were astonished. “They had no idea that there were so
many private jets heading for Brazil! Now they
realise the situation. But it is not unusual in an
event on this scale for slots to be made avail-
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able only a few short weeks before the event.
There are so many moving parts in the logistics
of an event like this, making it very complex for
the host country. So Brazil is not alone in issuing slots late,” she comments.
Most of the trip planning requests that
Universal has dealt with so far are for larger,
long range jets. As might be expected, it is the
Globals, the G5s and G450s and Dassault’s
Falcon 7Xs that everyone is planning to use.
“We aren’t seeing anything that doesn’t have a
ﬂying range of eight hours or more,” Christine
comments.
Getting to Brazil is only one part of the problem, she points out. Transportation from the
hotel – assuming you can get a room! – to the
stadium is going to be an exercise in navigating gridlock. “We are telling clients that they
deﬁnitely need to think ahead and allow plenty
of time for any road journeys they have to take,”
Marcia says. She adds that they have heard that
Brazil is likely to ban all helicopter ﬂights on
the days of the various matches, so avoiding the
crowded roads by chartering a helicopter once
you’re in country, is probably not going to work.
“They have not published the rules yet ofﬁcially,
so we are not sure that helicopters will not be
an option, but it seems likely,” she adds.
By 17th April Universal had already had
hundreds of legs confirmed, with around
1000 requests for the final. “If you are planning on going you need to book now. Leaving
it till two weeks before a match is due to start
is hopeless.” O

Heading to
London?
then see us at stand 1018

Whether you are an owner, operator,
crew or charter broker visiting EBACE ,
visit us on stand 1018 to discuss your
southern UK airport needs including
QDRHCDMBX@MCKNMFSDQLO@QJHMFNƤDQR
and also visiting aircraft incentives.
www.londonoxfordairport.com
Tel. +44 (0) 1865 290 600
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BRAZIL WORLD CUP 2014: EXECUJET

ExecuJet reﬂects on the
South African Experience

T

he Football World Cup is probably the most watched sporting
event on the planet. Everything,
from the country bids to host the
next World Cup, to the preliminary qualiﬁcation rounds, and
the draw for the group stage, is a source of huge
interest and excitement and the anticipation
builds way before the month long tournament
itself begins. So one thing that any nation hosting the World Cup can count on is a massive
inﬂux of spectators from all parts of the globe
– and a good few of these will be fortunate
enough to be arriving by private jet.
For the FBOs in the host country there is no
greater logistical challenge to their organisational skills. Our special report on the Brazilian
World Cup in this issue features interviews with
Lider, Colt and Universal and highlights how essential proper advance planning is to ensuring
a successful experience for all concerned.
Mark Abbott, Group FBO Director at ExecuJet
knows exactly how much of a challenge this can
be. ExecuJet was at the heart of managing private
jet ﬂight movements throughout South Africa’s
hosting of the 2010 World Cup. Before that event
he gained a wealth of experience during the 2006
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Mark Abbott

German World Cup. “What we saw there was that
private jets started arriving well ahead of the World
Cup Opening Ceremony, and we had the same experience here in South Africa,” he remembers.
“Before the tournament proper begins, you
have an inﬂux of private ﬂights as FIFA ofﬁcials,
delegates and tournament sponsors arrive. Your
planning, right from the outset, has to take into
account the tight security that any host country
is going to wrap around the tournament.

“Our FBOs are very conveniently located at
Cape Town International Airport and Lanseria
International Airport and we have plenty of
space there, which made planning a lot easier
for us than it will be for the Brazilians, who
are very tight for ramp space at many of the
match airports,” he comments. Lanseria FBO
has a 9000 square metre hangar with a large
apron. The Cape Town FBO has a 5,000 square
metre hangar and sufﬁcient ramp space. Both
locations were able to make use of additional
airport parking which was secured well before
the event started, added Abbott
“On the day of the World Cup Final we had
some 200 aircraft parked at Lanseria, while at
Cape Town for the semi-ﬁnal we had over 80
aircraft. We pumped over a million litres of JetA
through the month of the competition. Organising all the logistics that go into making an
event on this scale run smoothly is a massive
undertaking,” he notes. “Regular meetings were
held both internally and with all our major third
party suppliers such as hotels, ground transportation, fuel supply and the Airport authorities
without which we could not have pulled it off.
We were conducting a massive operational orchestra,” he reﬂects.

We’ve been planning for
this for a long time, and
from January this year our
planning group has been
meeting weekly on planning
issues and procedures

BRAZIL WORLD CUP 2014: E XECUJET

ExecuJet began its serious planning for the
2010 World Cup 12 months before the event
began. “We spent time talking to operators at
the big events, like NBAA. We presented at the
NBAA International Operators Conference and
did presentations on our planning and capabilities for the World Cup to all the major Trip
Support companies. We handled over 95% of
all the trafﬁc coming in to South Africa for the
event so we knew we really were at the heart
of it,” he notes.
Staff training for the event was a huge operation, as was the preparatory work with partners. “We spent three months training volunteer
students from the various ﬂight schools to bring
them up to speed with the safety requirements
that go with handling so many aircraft on an
international apron. We had to skill up and increase our operational head count,” Abbott says.
One of the most memorable moments, he
recalls, was the arrival of the World Cup Trophy
itself. “We had to unveil the Trophy for customs
inspection. There was a customs inspector, a police ofﬁcer, two FIFA ofﬁcials and me in a locked
room. The Trophy was handled with kid gloves,
literally, and moved off very swiftly to a secure
location in Cape Town,” he recalls. O
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FBO SPECIAL REPOR T: L ANDMARK AVIATION

Landmark adds three UK
FBOs to its global network

At the start of April Landmark Aviation, a Carlyle Group company and part of the Carlyle Group’s
Aerospace and Defence division, acquired RSS Jet Centre, with its three UK FBOs, Luton, Manchester
and Glasgow Prestwick

L

andmark has been methodically
implementing a very impressive acquisitions strategy aimed at building a global FBO network. Its UK
acquisition builds on its existing
base in Europe at the same time as
Landmark works to extend its North American
footprint. Its most recent announcement, at
the time of writing, was a definitive agreement to acquire Ross Aviation, which has 20
FBOs in high profile major cities and resort
destinations in the United States
Dan Bucaro, President & CEO, points out
that the Ross acquisition will increase the size
of Landmark’s footprint to 60 locations in the
US and 76 globally. Commenting on the three
new UK FBOs, Bucaro said: “The acquisition of
RSS Jet Centre is a great deal for Landmark.
These three FBOs are very important to our
network and will play a signiﬁcant role in helping us to build our relationship with our global
client base.”
He pointed out that the FBOs are also a
great ﬁt with Landmark’s Paris-Le Bourget
FBO, which the company has been running for
the last eight years, and with its FBO in Nice,
which it acquired some seven years ago.
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Dan Bucaro

“We have always taken the view that while
we are a North American company, our customers are global and ﬂy globally. So we need
a strong network of FBOs, giving us a presence
at the strategic locations that our clients want
to reach,” he says.
While Landmark has been acquiring FBOs
at a fairly brisk pace it has so far shown no
interest in building a portfolio in emerging
markets. “What is important to us is to stay
focused on major markets and not get diverted,” Bucaro told EVA. “The aim is not to
be in every city in every country, but to be
in the strategic locations, the major markets
that service our customers for the majority of
their journeys,” he comments. Potential acquisitions that meet this criteria will continue to
be of interest to Landmark.
The sheer pace of Landmark’s acquisition strategy would generate chaos in many
organisations. However, Bucaro points out
that Landmark is extremely proficient when
it comes to bedding down acquisitions and
is well practised in adding recently acquired
FBOs to the Landmark family of FBOs. “We
have a dedicated acquisitions team who know
exactly how to transform a newly acquired

FBO SPECIAL REPOR T: L ANDMARK AVIATION

FBO into a Landmark FBO,” he comments.
“We work hard to make sure that we are
competitive, and that our services and our facilities are consistent. We want customers to
feel like they are getting the same high quality,
Landmark-branded service in every one of our
locations, irrespective of geographic region,”
he adds. Consistency and a coherent, standardised look and feel to every Landmark FBO,
along with the highest standards of customer
service, helps to keep customers comfortable,
Bucaro notes.
“Everything about our business is customer
and safety driven. We train our staff and motivate them to do the best they can possibly do
in each and every one of our locations, be it in
Luton, Paris or Cedar Rapids,” he comments.
The acquisitions team has a well worked
out set of procedures and an established training regime that it applies to a newly acquired
FBO in order to bring the staff up to speed

with the Landmark way of doing things. “Many
of the FBOs we acquire already have an extremely strong customer service offering, but
we always come in with a full complement of
people to train everyone, from the ramp-side to
the curb-side,” Bucaro adds.

EUROPE

He points out that Landmark’s procedures
cover every aspect of an FBO’s operations. “We
have all our staff trained to do things the way
we want and the way our customers have come
to expect,” he explains.
With every incoming aircraft the FBO staff
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FBO SPECIAL REPOR T: L ANDMARK AVIATION

do all the necessary planning work ahead of
its arrival, determining what needs to be done.
“Does it need fuel? Is it going to be parked
with Landmark overnight or longer? Does it
need hangar space? What are the catering requirements? All the details have to be thought
about in advance,” he comments.
Any organisation running a global FBO
business is exposed to the vicissitudes of the
business aviation sector. Aircraft movements
are the life blood of any FBO operation and
business aviation is highly dependent on the
state of the economy. According to Bucaro,
the last quarter of 2013 and the ﬁrst quarter
of 2014 have seen Landmark FBOs reporting
a steady ﬂow of aircraft movements, which is
a considerable improvement on the business
climate for the six months prior to that.
“The ﬁrst half of 2013 was pretty choppy,
so it is very pleasing to see the use of business jets picking up again. We have to deal
with a degree of seasonality, of course, but we
offset this by having bases in the north and in
the south. A wide geographic spread enables
you to offset quiet times in one location with
busier times in another,” he notes.
Chad Farischon, Landmark’s regional vice
president, and currently overseeing the UK operations, says that while all FBOs, by the nature
of their business, have similar demands to meet,
Landmark sets out to differentiate itself both on
the quality of customer service it provides and
on safety. “The whole aim is to take care of
the passengers and make sure that they
are on their way as expeditiously as
possible. We take care of the crew
and any aircraft requirements and
basically look to handle the whole
process smoothly and efﬁciently,”
he says.
“Our staff in Luton, Manchester and Glasgow Prestwick go to
tremendous lengths to ensure
that the whole operation runs
seamlessly,” he adds. Farischon
points out that Landmark has
its own fuel services capabilities at Luton, with its own fuel
trucks and fuelling staff. “The
fuel suppliers are Shell, BP and
World Fuels,” he comments.
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Chad Farischon

While there is a great deal that is within
the control of any well run FBO, there are unpredictable elements, such as weather and a
sudden bunching in arrivals, for example, that
add challenges to the smooth running of the
operation. “The key to delivering a high quality of service when conditions get difﬁcult is
constant communication between the crew,
dispatchers and trip planners. But this goes
hand in hand with all the other FBO services. We always strive to get everything
operating seamlessly,” he comments.
The two fundamentals keeping a
network of FBOs operating smoothly,
with staff consistently delivering their
A-game, is training and resources.
“You need recurrent training at all
locations and you need the tools to
perform all the functions that are
required on the ramp, and to enable you to communicate effectively.
Training, an absolute focus on safety, communication and organisation are at the heart of what we do
to deliver the service our customers
expect,” he concludes. O
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FBO SPECIAL REPOR T: YU LOUNGE & GAM FBO

Q&A:

A conversation with Jocelyne Bonnal, General Manager
of General Aviation (Mauritius) Ltd

Q: The General Aviation (Mauritius) Ltd.
(GAM), based in the International Airport zone
alongside the International Airport of Mauritius
and Leeward Flight Services (LFS) FBO, based
in RLB International Airport, Federation of St
Kitts & Nevis., each provide business aviation
customers with a private terminal offering a full
range of in-house services. What do people expect when they visit GAM?
A: Travellers expect a prompt service well able
to meet the “known” needs of both passengers
and crew. This includes quick and smooth progress
through CIQ formalities, the highest standards of
personalized service and easy access to the aircraft and facility for passengers. They also expect
the highest standards of safety and security, with
respect to passengers and crew.
For their part, the pilot and crew are looking
for a quick turnaround on fuel, water and lavatory
services, plus help with catering and crew lodging
and transportation.
Q: How do you ensure that you deliver the best
possible customer experience?
A: As a company we understand and cater
to the various needs of our sophisticated clientele.
Travelling by private jet is a luxury worth experiencing. Passengers enjoy the pleasure of being

served meals that meet their culinary preferences
to gourmet standards. At the airport we have two
well experienced in-ﬂight caterers who specialize in
in-ﬂight catering and are able to provide our clients
with high-end cuisine, customized to meet their exact needs. They provide a quality service and a creative approach to packaging meals for each ﬂight.
We can also call on the catering services of the 5
star hotels around the island and ensure that the
food is delivered in timely fashion to the aircraft.
We also provide all handling services for private ﬂights. We are highly experienced at refuelling business aviation aircraft. Mauritius is the
most appropriate location in the Indian Ocean to
perform these stops. In addition to this service, we
also facilitate sanitary evacuation and handle all
freight and cargo requirements.
Q: What do you do to market the service?
A: The impression that visitors take away of
the service they have enjoyed from our dedicated
staff is extremely important to us. Their recommendations are vital to the promotion of our company and brand. Most of our clients have visited us
on more than one occasion and we always strive
to meet their expectations. We do advertise in specialist magazines and participate in FBO exhibitions. We are in the process of upgrading our web
sites, and our emailing to ﬂight operators.

Q: How important are third party service providers to your business?
A: We are developing strategic business relationships with companies within the region and
we are the preferred handler for major operators.
We have already opened a second FBO at St Kitts,
in the Caribbean, and shortly we will be opening
an aircraft hangarage in Mauritius to meet customer demand. We are looking at the provision of
a range of additional services such as a spa and
a conference room for crew and passengers, to enable business meetings to take place at our FBOs.
We are also adding a rest room for crew.
Q: What are your future plans and ambitions?
A: Our ambition is to develop our FBO and
YU Lounge concept worldwide as well as to be
a reference and a regional key player in the Indian Ocean. Our ﬁrst FBO, here in Mauritius, has
been established for nearly 6 years. Our second,
in St Kitts, was completed in December 2013. We
presently handle some 200 private jets each year
in Mauritius, which gives us around 95% of the
trafﬁc. We expect to achieve at least 400 private
jet movements for St Kitts FBO a year. From there
our strategy is to extend our presence to other key
locations and to build on our reputation as a top
quality provider of FBO and ground handling services to commercial and private jets. O

FBO SPECIAL REPOR T: LONDON CIT Y JET CENTRE

London calling
EVA talks to London City Jet Centre Manager Donie Braddick

W

hen London City Airport was ﬁrst conceived by the then chief executive of
London Docklands Development Corporation, Reg Ward, in 1981, it was clear
to those involved in the planning that
the new airport would be a tremendous
beneﬁt to the City of London and to executives wanting to get
to London for meetings. In their wildest dreams, however, they
probably did not imagine that executives, ﬂying by private jet,
would be able to get from their cars to the aircraft in 90 seconds. Arrivals takes about twice the time, i.e. three minutes,
which includes clearing UK Border Agency which provides both
a customs and entry service.
As London City Jet Centre Manager, Donie Braddick, explains, it has taken years and hard planning to put all the pieces
of the puzzle together, including an arrangement with the UK
Border Agency, in order to enable such a speedy arrivals and departure process. "We're the only business aviation airport that
is actually in the heart of London, so we designed what we call
"the 90 second experience" to capitalise on the fact that we
can get you to your City meeting far faster than would be possible from any other London airport," he comments.
The London City Jet Centre FBO was opened in 2001 as a
purpose built facility. "We, which is to say, London City Airport,
were being contacted by several executive jet operators who
wanted to land business jets in the centre of London, so the FBO
was a natural development for us," he comments.
When London City Airport ﬁrst opened it had a hair raising
7.5% glideslope, giving it one of the most dramatic approaches in
the world. The runway was just 1,080 metres and very little other
than a Dash 7 and the Dornier Do 228 could get certiﬁed to land.
An extended runway, to 1,199 metres, was approved in March
1992 and the glideslope was reduced to 5.5%, which meant more
aircraft types could get certiﬁed to land. Today about the biggest
jets that can get approval to land are Embraer's Lineage, though
no operator has yet requested this, and the Bombardier Global
6000, the ﬁrst of which recently received approval.
"Getting the Global 6000 certiﬁed involved a great deal of
work between ourselves, Bombardier and NetJets, the operator.
We are now enjoying rotations from the US with that aircraft,"
Braddick comments.
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As he explains, you can't just decide to ﬂy in
to London City because it happens to suit your
schedule. Both the aircraft and the pilot and copilot have to be certiﬁed speciﬁcally for London
Airport. "What we are looking for is three completed full-stop landings and departures for a crew to
achieve certiﬁcation. Alternatively we will accept
ﬁve such landings in a simulator. We do not allow
"touch-and-go" landings at London City Airport,
both because of the size of the runway and out of
respect for residents in the area," he says.
The Airport operates by agreement with the
London Borough of Newham, in whose jurisdiction it lies. While a majority of the residents of
Newham were in favour of the original planning
application for the airport, Braddick says that the
Airport is always very mindful of the need to take
the requirements of local residents into account.
For this reason the Airport operates a more restricted service, in terms of hours, than other airports.
It opens at 06:30 am in the morning and closes at
21:35 pm every night. It is open Saturday morning
until 12:30 and then closed for 24 hours reopening on Sunday at 12:30, so operators have to plan
their trips around these restrictions.
On the 5.5 degree glide path, Braddick
makes the point that aircraft not only need to
be certiﬁed, they need their avionics modiﬁed to
allow the aircraft to ﬂy outside the traditional
3 degree approach. "We encourage operators
with the appropriate aircraft to get their aircraft
London City approved and to get their crews
certiﬁed as well. All new aircraft coming off
the production line today are outﬁtted with the
ability to ﬂy a 5.5 degree glide path so then it
is simply a matter of ensuring that the crew are
qualiﬁed as well," he comments.
When an operator applies for clearance,
Braddick and his team will ask the chief pilot of
the operating company to send in his standard
operating procedures. We will normally defer to
the chief pilot's idea of what is appropriate by
way of training for his crews. We have a huge
noise abatement program going on all around
us, so we ask to see their noise abatement procedures, and we need to make sure that each
aircraft is in strict compliance with the rules laid
down by Newham Council," he comments.
The private jets business at London City
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has undergone some major shifts since private
ﬂights began in 2001. "When we ﬁrst built the
business it was a very different model. At that
time we were hosting light and very light jets
and some medium sized jets. However, as the
recession hit and business aviation generally
rotated towards the mid to large cabin aircraft,
we had to change our model and move with the
times," Braddick says.
Having started from a base of zero private
ﬂights in 2001, trafﬁc picked up rapidly as operators and owners saw the beneﬁts of landing and
departing from the heart of London. "By 2007
we were handling 14,000 movements a year in
the light and mid range," Braddick notes. As the
mix became dominated by larger jets ramp space
became congested. "Where we used to have
light jets and turboprops, we now have Falcon
2000s and Challengers, and my ramp space has
not changed in size. This means we have to be
very efﬁcient about how much time aircraft can
park with us - and we have recently increased the
ramp size by 30%," he explains.
There is no hangerage at London City Airport
and no maintenance, but all the ramp services are
available, including full operations support and
catering. "At the FBO we have a full crew room,
stocked with everything they would want, including
drinks, TV and internet - everything that goes with

Contact: Donie Braddick, Manager
London City Jet Centre
Tel: +44 (0)20 7646 0400
Email: Donie.Braddick@londoncityairport.com

making crew comfortable for a couple of hours,"
Braddick says. There is no "snooze room" yet at
the facility, but he reckons that he and his team are
looking into this as a further development.
The one thing that you can't do at London
City Airport is bring your pet poodle in with you.
The airport is not one of the registered pet entry
airports, so no animal can come in to the airport
from an international departure point. However,
Braddick points out that since 95% of travellers
coming into London City's Jet Centre are business travellers heading for business meetings,
the question of pets simply does not arise.
There is a premium to be paid for using London City airport, but as Braddick notes, business
and time are what matters to his customers, not
a few pounds here or there. "If you can land in
the heart of London, why wouldn't you choose
to do so?" he asks.
This year London City Airport anticipates
seeing around 6,500 aircraft movements.
According to Braddick, some 250 operators
around the world have aircraft qualiﬁed to ﬂy in
to Jet Centre, and the number of transatlantic
ﬂights just keeps growing. "We see transatlantic ﬂights coming in for a 9.30 am meeting in
the City or at Canary Wharf and going back the
same night. The Global approval really sets the
trend here," he concludes O

executive aviation
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Another World
Designed, built and operated just for you
to enjoy and situated only 12 miles from
Central London, 50 minutes by road to
Mayfair and less than 10 minutes by
helicopter to Battersea. This multiple
award winning Business Aviation VIP
Terminal and Aircraft Maintenance
facility boasts the very, very best of
everything to ensure we care for you, your
Pilots and your aircraft, all day, everyday.
As a passenger ﬂying in your chartered
aircraft, to arrive in London via the Rizon
Jet UK London Biggin Hill Airport VIP
Terminal, you will experience calm and
exclusive service as you park within
metres of the Terminal. You will be met by
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every need is delivered to an exceptional
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built and equipped a facility that offers
sumptuous surroundings to accommodate
you whilst you prepare for your onward
journey, meet your associates or family,
or even stay to host a business meeting
within the accomplished accommodation.
From Ambassadors and Concierge to
Operations Co-ordination, our Rizon
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Flying blind is not an option

W

hen a conventional tow
bar tractor is used to
move an aircraft, safety
requires that there is always a pilot in the cockpit ready to apply the
brakes in case of an emergency – if, for example, a
tow bar fails during manoeuvring and aircraft gets
out of control. While this sounds ﬁne on paper,
in reality there is something rather absurd about
this situation because the pilot cannot actually
see what manoeuvres the tug is undertaking or
where it is, or what position it is in. It’s a good
thing there is an alternative – the agile, sleek and
easy-to-operate Mototok aircraft tug.
EVA talked to Thilo Wiers-Keiser, Mototok CoFounder and Sales Director about the tug, and
other challenges on the apron.
EVA: What is your view of the current safety
regulations requiring the presence of a pilot
when a tug moves an aircraft?
TWK: I believe this regulation is outdated
and not very useful at all, because the pilot cannot actually see the tug or follow its manoeuvres.
He can only react to instructions given to him by
the wing walker and the other people supervising the towing manoeuvre; he cannot make any
decisions on his own. When our tugs are used it
is different, because you always have a good allround view and you can use the radio remote to
interrupt the operation at any time.
EVA: How did you come up with the idea for
your tugs?
TWK: It was largely the brainchild of Kersten Eckert, co-founder of Mototok and the company’s current CEO. That was in 2003. Kersten is
a keen pilot. He became frustrated with having
to wait so long whenever he wanted to get his
plane out of its hangar so that he could ﬂy. He
always had to make sure that there was a brakeman on board the plane and 2 or 3 other people
keeping an eye on the wings and the tail, making
sure that the plane didn’t run into anything when
it was moved. He found it particularly aggravating when his plane was parked right at the back
of the hangar because he would have to wait un-

til all the other planes had been moved before he
could even get to his.
EVA: What was it that made you so interested
in this whole subject area?
TWK: These thoughts were the ﬁrst in a long
list of speciﬁcations that we drew up over time..
We had a whole host of requirements that traditional tugs were unable to satisfy and that we
wanted to incorporate into a brand new generation of tugs. It was also important that these new
features should offer beneﬁts to all tug operators
– the FBOs, MROs and manufacturers, companies
with their own ﬂeets, and also the special law
enforcement forces all over the world, like the
Bundespolizei in Germany, for example. For us,
one of the most important speciﬁcations was
that the tugs should be exclusively electrically
powered because we were keen to minimise both
emissions and maintenance upkeep.
EVA: What were the most important considerations for your tugs in the early days?
TWK: We were quite convinced that to
guarantee safe manoeuvring the pivot point of
the aircraft would have to be the same as the
nose wheel. Although nobody had ever done
it that way, it seemed perfectly obvious to us
at the time, and it still remains a conspicuous
shortcoming of all other tugs. We wanted to be
sure that rotary motion of the wheel could not
cause movement of the fuselage or wings, thereby ensuring maximum safety for our customers.
I would even go so far as to describe this as a
technological breakthrough.
EVA: When exactly is remote control used?
TWK: During manoeuvring and towing. We
wanted to make sure that you could interrupt the
towing operation instantaneously at any time.
And because the operator is free to walk round
the aircraft to obtain a clear, unobstructed view,
we thought he should also be able to operate the
tug hands-free via a wireless remote control. We
also felt that it shouldn’t matter whether a plane
had single or dual nose wheels or whether the
tug approaches the plane from behind or from
the front to pick up the nose wheel.

EVA: Does this new technology also provide
more ﬂexibility?
TWK: Deﬁnitely. Because there are no superﬂuous manoeuvres when parking or towing,
the person guiding the plane into the hangar
can park it much more accurately. As a result, the
businessman or private pilot ﬂying their plane to
the World Economic Forum, for example, or to
ART Basel, has a 40% better chance of parking
their jet in the hangar rather than on the apron
– simply because parking planes more accurately
means using the available space in the hangar
more efﬁciently. I mention the example of Air
Service Basel because they are a good customer
of ours and I know that their hangar operation is
now working more efﬁciently and offering pilots
a much more customer-friendly service.
EVA: Are your tugs also of interest to companies with their own ﬂeets who operate their
own hangars?
TWK: The answer is yes, we certainly have
many customers who operate their own ﬂeets.
Our tugs support a wide range of aircraft, from
turbopropslike the King Air to the Pilatus PC 12
and the Global Express. All sorts. We also support many helicopters with wheels, mainly from
Agusta and Sikorsky. And when the helicopters
are ﬁtted with skids rather than wheels, we can
offer the Helimo, which was designed speciﬁcally
for this purpose.
EVA: Can you say which is the most important
feature for your customers?
TWK: Time-savings, cost savings and hanger
space savings all come into play. Overall, I’d say
it’s the cost effectiveness that wins people over.
Apart from that, our customers value different
things depending on their circumstances and
needs. For some, it is important for the ground
power unit to be integrated in almost all of their
tugs; for others, the extremely high traction is
what matters. Operation is so easy and intuitive
that training takes no longer than 3 hours and a
driving licence is unnecessary. The fact that you
can secure the nose wheel very easily in 15 seconds with an automatic “one-click function” has
also won us many followers. O

Mototok tugs allow maximum usage of hangar space
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COST EFFECTIVE
■ Low personnel costs by means of wireless transmission control –
the operator is essentially a “wing walker” himself
■ Extremely low maintenance costs, no maintenance plan
necessary
■ No driving licence required
■ Effective utilization of the available space in the hangar – save up
to 40% hangar space

EASY-TO-USE
■ Radio remote controlled operating under an industrial frequency
code approved for airports

■ Automatic connection to the aircraft‘s nose wheel with one click
■ No straps, no winch, no tools required
■ Loads the aircraft in less than 15 seconds – ready to maneuver

FLEXIBLE
■ ONE MACHINE for all corporate aircraft with single or double
nose wheel including helicopters

■ Connect the aircraft from the front or the rear
■ Hydraulic nose wheel adjustment – for different nose wheel
diameters

SAFE
■ Hydraulic ﬁxation of the nose wheel
■ Circumferential view around the aircraft
■ Fully programmable speeds, braking curves, initial torques and
over steering protection

■ Controlled and regulated by internal Microprocessor
■ Gentle treatment of the landing gear with a built in hydropneumatic system

Innovative remote controlled
electric driven tugs
Let us show you how to maneuver
aircraft safely, easily and quickly:
www.mototok.com/easy

Mototok Intl. GmbH
Hohenzollernstr. 47
47799 Krefeld · Germany
Phone: +49 2151 6508382

Mototok America LLC
3028 Peacekeeper Way
McClellan, CA 95652
Phone: +1 916 5804977

www.mototok.com · info@mototok.com
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Interview with John Sambolec,
CEO Prestige Cabin Interiors

I

n May 2011, after twenty years of working in the VVIP aircraft engineering and
interior completions sector on behalf of
VVIP Operators, John Sambolec decided
to form his own consultancy company,
Prestige Cabin Interiors, to project manage VIP aircraft completions and maintenance
for owners. “Sadly, a good many completions
do not go particularly well. If the whole process is detail managed and monitored from the
start of the project, the owners end up with a
much better product,” he says.
Some owners delay engaging a consultant
until the ﬁnal stages of the work shortly before
delivery. While some good can be done at that
point, many of the mistakes or poor workmanship will already be embedded in the project.
“What is critical during the completion process
is that you have the opportunity to inspect
every minute detail before they get covered
up, and this is a point we emphasise with owners,” he comments. A new owner of a business
jet will not realise, unless he or she has been
forewarned, that some errors by a completions
house may well not be picked up during the
inspection process, and will only be discovered
when the jet goes in for a major overhaul. At
that point the problem may well have become
very expensive indeed to ﬁx.
“A good example is when the water seal
or water prooﬁng to the ﬂoor and to any wet
areas, is not done properly. During a major
overhaul you may ﬁnd corrosion has set in.

This is an area we always focus on and a lot
of completions houses do not do things to my
satisfaction in this area,” Sambolec notes.
Another problem area can be with the wire
runs through the aircraft, It is all too easy for
the ﬁt out to impact a wire run so that chaﬁng
results as the airframe vibrates. “An airframe
can be a high vibration environment and if
things are not done right, even if the wire runs
are ﬁne and the water seals are intact, you can
still end up with annoying squeaks and rattles,” he comments.
Sambolec says that it is inevitable that an
external set of experienced eyes, acting with
the owner’s interests in mind, will ﬁnd things
that the completions house team may either
miss or gloss over. “Often it is not that the completions house is doing anything dishonest or
is trying to skew things to their beneﬁt. It is
just that their craftsmen and ﬁtters miss things
here and there.”
Every completions job is different and
brings its own challenges. “It is all about
spending time on the job and making sure
that you look at all the details so that the completions job goes ahead smoothly,” he notes.
My last project involved an aircraft that had
previously been 90% completed by a different completions facility. However, it was signiﬁcantly overweight with certiﬁcation and
quality issues. We took over the project and I
recommended a complete strip out to remove
all the hidden problems. We took the reﬁt to a
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different completions house and this time the
job was done properly, and to the satisfaction
of the owner” he comments.
In many instances there can be a perfectly
honest disagreements between the completions
house and the project manager acting for the
owner, and this can be a real test of the consultant’s mettle. “You have to understand where the
completions house is coming from and what is
driving them. But then you have to be able to
put the owner’s point of view across and to get
what you need to achieve done,” he adds.
Weight is always an issue with a completion,
because it has such a direct impact on the aircraft’s range and fuel consumption characteristics. Meeting the delivery deadline is another
critical task that the project consultant has to
keep in mind. “We really work hard to prevent
any impact through the completion on the aircraft’s weight or on the scheduled delivery date.
If you have experienced people on site, you can
pick up errors earlier, when they are easy to ﬁx,
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with near zero impacts on delay. Once a completions house gets further along in the completion
they are understandably reluctant to go back
on their work to correct things - so early spotting
of errors is crucial,” Sambolec notes.
Part of Sambolec’s consultancy offering is
to help the owner select the appropriate completions centre for his or her aircraft, requirements and geographic location, assist in the
negotiations of the contract, write a detailed
Specification and to review all the design
drawings with the owner and to see that the
project moves forward smoothly through to
delivery. “We talk to the owner about the feasibility of their design and about the impact
that design is likely to have on the completions project.”
Sambolec points out that while completions come with a warranty, getting the warranty support after the completions job is
ﬁnished can be a signiﬁcant issue. “Warranty
items can often be disputed by the comple-

tions house and it can be a real challenge to
get the work rectiﬁed correctly. Plus you have
the down time on the aircraft to consider and
the cost of taking it back to the completions
facility. I’ve seen panels falling off on landing
and many instances of poor workmanship on
many aircraft in my career. All facilities have
a quality control operation, but depending on
how busy the facility is and on the skill level
of their staff, the end result tends to differ
widely from completions house to completions
house,” he warns.
In conclusion, Sambolec points out that
the cost to the owner of engaging a consultant to manage the completions project
for them, pales into complete insignificance
when measured against the costs that can
be racked up when a job goes wrong or the
aircraft goes into service with many hidden
problems that eventuate into costly rectification and poor reliability which leads to inconvenience to the owner. O

SPECIAL REPOR T: IN-FLIGHT ENTER TAINMENT

EVA takes a look at the leaps
made for In-Flight Entertainment
and connectivity

A

ll the pieces are coming together for a massive leap
forward in real-time connectivity for business aviation
operators and owners. As Miranda Mills, President of
Aviation at Inmarsat explains, with one satellite already launched on 8th December 2013 and two more
scheduled for launch in 2014, the company’s GX Global
Express satellite communications network is going to be ready for installation in business aircraft by the summer of 2015.
“This service will transform broadband services to executive jets. Global Express can provide an aircraft with up to 50Mbps connectivity, which
is a massive advance on our current SwiftBroadband. At present Swift provides a contended IP service up to 432kpbs per channel and is delivered
over our Inmarsat-4 satellite network,” Mills explains.
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SPECIAL REPOR T: IN-FLIGHT ENTER TAINMENT

Karina Larsen

Inmarsat launched an upgraded version
of SwiftBroadband at NBAA in October 2013,
called HDR, or High Data Rate, which offers
650Kbps, or slightly over half a megabyte. GX
will be nearly 100 times faster. The HDR service makes it possible for providers to deliver
near real time TV, with an upload of news every 15 minutes. However, the main use of the

HDR service is for voice telecoms and email.
“We have almost 5000 aircraft installed
with Swift around the world. The real driver for
us is that we have a global footprint, which
means that connectivity doesn’t diminish
when you are over the ocean,” she comments.
One major benefit that Inmarsat can offer customers, apart from its ability to spend

$1.6 billion on a new satellite network, is that
as a provider of safety services it is assessed
by ICAO every six to nine weeks and has to
maintain an audited 99.99% service reliability level.
With Global Express, the prospect of live
TV services in-ﬂight, which was possible with
SwiftBroadband, become achievable, even
routine, at a much more attractive price level.
At this point, however, both Inmarsat and its
network of distributors are still working on the
pricing options for the service and no one is
quoting any ﬁgures. What they are focusing
on, is the possible range of services that all
that connectivity opens up.
“We’re looking at introducing a service
called GXTV which will provide business news
and sport, plus internet access for business aircraft,” Mills says. She points out that there is
little doubt that the big trend in IFE for the
next few years and beyond will be travellers
customising their own viewing via a huge
menu of options.

Prestige Cabin Interior Consulting provides you with the
ZWLJPHSPZ[YLWYLZLU[H[PVUMVYHSSÄLSKZVM`V\Y==07HPYJYHM[
interior completion and maintenance requirements.
From small and mid-size cabin business jets through to narrow and
wide body aircraft, Prestige Cabin Interiors can provide comprehensive
management for your aircraft VVIP interior installation, refurbishment,
THPU[LUHUJLHUKTVKPÄJH[PVUYLX\PYLTLU[Z
Prestige Cabin Interiors Consulting provides highly experienced personnel
with 20 years experience in VVIP aircraft interior completion and almost 40
`LHYZL_WLYPLUJLPUH]PH[PVULUNPULLYPUNHUKTHPU[LUHUJL
7YLZ[PNL*HIPU0U[LYPVYZJHUWYV]PKL`V\^P[O[OLJVTMVY[YLX\PYLK[V
Z\WWVY[`V\YTHQVYPU]LZ[TLU[PU`V\YHPYJYHM[WYVQLJ[
No matter where you or your aircraft is located, Prestige can provide you
^P[O[OL^VYSK^PKLZ\WWVY[`V\YLX\PYL*VU[HJ[7YLZ[PNL*HIPU0U[LYPVYZ
Consulting for comprehensive representation in your VVIP aircraft interior
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SPECIAL REPOR T: IN-FLIGHT ENTER TAINMENT

With tens of megabytes to play with, many
owners and passengers will ﬁnd their in-ﬂight
connectivity experience far exceeds the services that they can access at home.
“Many parts of the world, and even the
more rural locations in advanced markets,
struggle to get one or two megabytes of connectivity. One thinks of much of Russia and
Africa, for example. We have Russian clients
now who have children who absolutely have
to watch their favourite Russian cartoon programmes during a long ﬂight. Customising
programs to reﬂect the owner’s language and
viewing preferences will be a very important
part of connectivity once our GX service becomes available,” Mills comments.
Karina Larsen, co-founder and formerly
CEO of Satcom1, a long standing distributor
and value added reseller of Inmarsat’s services, reckons that the impact of the Ka-band service will be enormous but it will not entirely
replace other services.
“Many of our clients

The real driver for us
is that we have a global
footprint, which means
that connectivity
doesn’t diminish when
you are over the ocean

will want a combined network, with
Ka-services and Inmarsat’s HDC,
or even with Iridium’s network
added,” she says.
Iridium has a constellation
of 66 active satellites in a low
Earth orbit, providing global
voice and some data coverage.
Next year, in 2015 it will be
launching the first two satellites in its next generation
service, Iridium Next, and will
be much more focused on data
transmission, whereas the first
constellation of 66 satellites were
prioritised for voice. Data speeds will
be around 1.5 Mbps on L-band and up
to 8 Mbps on Ka-band. Iridium
has a $492 million deal
with SpaceX to launch
70 Iridium NEXT
satellites through
2015 to 2017,
with
each launch
Miranda Mills,
putting
10 satelPresident of Aviation,
lites into orbit.
Inmarsat

Over the two years, Iridium will be refreshing
the entire constellation of 66 satellites, plus
six on-orbit spare satellites.
What all this means for value added distributors is a huge amount of work designing
the billing systems and sorting out an attractive range of usage packages for business
aviation customers. “There is now even more
need for a specialist company like Satcom1 to
optimise the network for business aviation,”
Larsen comments. “This will be very analogous to the cell phone market, where there
is a huge range of options, and where cell
phone service providers can develop packages that are personalised to each consumer.
Now broadband will be similarly packaged to
suit every kind of user,” she adds.
What Inmarsat’s Ka-band will do is to
move broadband pricing away from a “per
usage” charge, which is appropriate to a relatively scarce resource, and move it to a fixed,
per-month pricing model, based on the package of services that a user selects. This should
ensure that high speed broadband becomes a
regular feature on every executive jet in the
near future.
“Even when we move to ﬁxed pricing, if users exceed their package allowances then they
will probably fall back into a per-usage model.
So it will be up to us as VARs to ensure that
our customers are on the right package and do
not get nasty shocks when they get their bills,”
Larsen adds.
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She points out that the availability of Kaband in 2015 will ensure that everyone wins.
“The end customer wins in that they will get
the service that precisely matches their requirements. Inmarsat wins, because it will extend its customer base, and the technical service providers win as well. Our expertise goes
into the design of routers that can support all
these new services, and the optimising of the
packages and billing,” she comments.
Commenting on the management changes
at Satcom1 Larsen explains that the reasons
she handed over the CEO position to the company’s chief financial officer, Henrik Zinck
was that she recognised that the company
she co-founded had grown to the point where
it needed someone with deep financial knowledge and stronger leadership experience.
Very few entrepreneurs are smart enough to
recognise when the organisations they have
nurtured have reached the point where they
require more professional leadership skills.
But the decision was easier for Larsen, she
says, because it frees her up to focus on partner relationship building, which will be key to
the continued success of Satcom1.
“I ran the company very conservatively,
and rather straightforwardly, keeping plenty
of cash on hand to fund R&D and to avoid
risk. Henrik brings far more financial experience to bear and gives us more balance and
strategic direction,” she comments. Zinck is
a former CEO of a v-Sat company and also
has a background in software with Microsoft,

so is no stranger to the world that Satcom1
operates in.
Chris Moore, VP International with Satcom
Direct, agrees that the arrival of Ka-band services will be “ground-breaking”. “We are probably not talking about 50mbps availability in
the cabin, but it will be in the tens of megabytes, which is fantastic, and it will be a truly
global service for aviation, which is wonderful.
Inmarsat always delivers a very high quality
network so this will enable customers to drive
content through their aircraft just as we do on
terrestrial, ﬁbre based data networks and the
internet,” he comments.
Satcom Direct is a major provider of satellite voice and broadband data solutions for
ﬂight deck and cabin communications serving
business, military, government, and heads of
state aircraft. The company is a premier Inmarsat Distribution Partner, Iridium Service
Partner, and ViaSat Yonder’s preferred reseller.
It claims to support more than ninety percent
of all corporate ﬂight departments worldwide.
The challenge for business aviation, he
says, will be to optimise the in-aircraft network
and to support it correctly so that the customer has a very unique, high speed service.
This is where Satcom Direct excels in its
industry leading global support. “Honeywell has the contract from Inmarsat to provide the ﬁrst GX antennas
and terminals and we have a long
standing relationship with both
Honeywell and Inmarsat” he notes.

If someone has bought a
business asset to act as a
business tool, which is what
an executive jet is, then
that drives a very different
approach to content

Chris Moore, VP International,
Satcom Direct
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Moore expects the solutions for business
aviation users to be very different from those
that will be developed for commercial airlines.
“If someone has bought a business asset to
act as a business tool, which is what an executive jet is, then that drives a very different
approach to content,” he points out. There will
be some overlap in terms of entertainment
content, and commercial airlines will want to
use the new Ka-network to provide business
related services to their executive travellers in
Premium and First Class, but private jets are
where the real innovation will take place.
Inmarsat’s Mills makes a similar point.
“Business aviation has always been at the forefront of adopting new technology. We have
made our GX network incredibly robust, with
fail-over between the ground stations and with
a solid hand over on a “make-before-break” basis as the aircraft transitions from one satellite
spot beam to the next, to ensure a very smooth
performance from our network. We expect to
see business aviation aircraft ﬂying with GX
really quickly after the service becomes available,” Mills concludes. O

The
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Yonder®, the fastest in-ﬂight Internet service for business and VIP aircraft, is available over the
world’s most heavily traveled routes—even over water. Our network of high-speed, cost-effective
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Improving economic signals versus the Crimean issue and political “house-cleaning” in China

T

he “mixed signals” from the global economy I ﬂagged up in the
Spring edition of EVA are gradually tilting in favour of the positive,
though there are still some hefty
downside risks. Not the least of
these is the unresolved Crimea affair. Russian
prime minister Vladimir Putin’s troops were still
massed along the borders of Ukraine at the time
of writing, and though the Russians were saying
over and over that they have no interest in further annexations of Ukrainian territory few were
drawing that much comfort from Russia’s words.
Many of the same conditions that enabled Russia
to annex the Crimea also pertain in parts of Eastern Ukraine, where Russian speakers dominate.
The whole affair appears to have left a majority of Russians feeling considerably heartened, as
if Putin had overnight restored the glories of the
former Soviet Empire. The fact that his adventure
appears to be having a disastrous impact on the
Russian economy, which is now largely in tatters,
does not yet appear to be hurting his popularity.
While markets across the world have recovered
from the “Crimea dip” they experienced in March,
the fact that the G8 has been reduced to the G7
with the expulsion of Russia, and the sanctions
that the European Union and the United States
have imposed on Russia, or at least on selected
Putin henchmen, is not helping the economic
picture. If the EU moves to real sanctions, that
will hit the German economy hardest, and as the
biggest economic engine in the EU that too, will
push things to the downside.
Tom Vosa, Head of Market Economics, Europe, at National Australia Bank points out that
although we have seen both the US and the UK
economies giving clear signals that they are on
the mend, advanced markets are still in very complicated waters, even without the Crimean and
Eastern Ukraine sagas. “We are seeing some reversion of Central Bank policies towards more normal
monetary policies, but Quantitative Easing (QE)
changed the relative price of assets,” he says.
By this Vosa means that with cash generating

zero or negative rates of return (after inﬂation)
investors were pushed into a hunt for higher
yielding and riskier assets, driving up their price.
Now that the US is tapering off QE, stock markets
around the world are trying to work out what the
new value of these assets should be, so the markets are becoming a lot more volatile. “Investors
just do not yet know what the actual value of
riskier assets will be once the central banks taper
off their liquidity support,” he says.
Businesses do not like volatile markets. It
makes it much more difﬁcult to plan and when
the markets go into retreat, that impacts lending
generally and threatens another recession. None
of that helps sales of executive jets. The impact
on ﬂight movements is much harder to predict,
since business leaders may actually up their
travel rate in more turbulent economic times as
they seek to beneﬁt from small windows of opportunity appearing in various parts of the globe.
Another not insigniﬁcant worry for the EU is the
fact that inﬂation in the EU remains stubbornly low,
at around 0.7%. For those of you who are thinking,
“What? I thought low inﬂation was a good thing!”,
it is, until it gets too low and threatens to drift into
deﬂation. Economists and central bankers hate deﬂation because they have very little by way of tools
to reverse deﬂation, other than to debase their currencies through money printing.
The problem with money printing by central
banks is: a) once deﬂation sets in it is incredibly
hard for the central bank to convince the public
that it won’t “blink” and take its foot off the accelerator too early (the Bank of Japan made this
mistake over and over during Japan’s “two lost
decades”) and b) nobody really knows at which
point massive money printing becomes too much
money printing, shoving the country concerned
into hyper-inﬂation, which is even worse than deﬂation. Other problems with money printing are
that it tends to cause bubbles in paper assets like
stocks while the accompanying ultra low interest
rates encourage the start of another credit binge.
“Another difﬁculty at present is that while the
US is deﬁnitely embarked on tapering, the Bank of

Japan looks like it is going to go in the opposite
direction, and is going to resume QE,” Vosa says.
There are also signs that the European Central
Bank’s anxiety over the threat of deﬂation will
cause it to resort to QE as well.
What does this mean for the economies of advanced markets? “I think we are going to see a
return to the old school style of currency warfare.
When you get nasty little currency wars you get
disruptions to trade between countries, with titfor-tat trade embargoes and the like, nothing of
which is good for the global economy. So at a time
when big major economies look as if they are healing, we are getting all this perturbation,” he notes.
According to Vosa, however it turns out, Russia’s aggressive stand over Ukraine is going to
ensure that the major European economies increase their defence spending. “With austerity
at a dead end politically, it is very unlikely that
we will see welfare budgets cut to fund higher
defence spending across Europe, so governments
will be looking to the bond markets to fund their
additional spending, and this means that interest rates on euro bonds are likely to climb in the
months ahead,” he says.
Looking beyond Europe to Asia, worries over a
potential hard landing in China eased somewhat
with the results for the ﬁrst three months of 2014

Tom Vosa
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DELIVERING
ON OUR PROMISE
MEBA will be held at DWC, 8-10
December 2014. This event is the
Middle East’s premier business aviation
event.

2013 2014
ACCOMPLISHMENTS GOALS
SAFETY, INSURANCE
& REGULATION
Emergency Response Planning (ERP)
workshop, insurance workshop (MAIS)
and IS-BAO certi¿cation.

GIVING BACK
MEBAA has partnered with the WFP in
starting the Fly and Feed initiative which
provides ÀLJht operators and passengers
the opportunity to help end hunger.

COMMUNICATION
Launched a bi-weekly newsletter,
improved social media presence on
Twitter, Linkedin and Youtube, as well as
the new “member spotlight” initiative.

REGIONAL FOOTPRINT
Hosted MEBAC in Jeddah and Marrakesh
and MEBAA now has over 215 members.
Visualized and regional industry data is
shared with our members.

New MAIS products for all MEBAA
members. MEBAA to shape regional
regulatory framework for business aviation,
including the ¿ght against illegal Àights.

Fly and Feed initiative will be of¿FLally
launched, and with your support we can
help¿ght world hunger.

MEBAA’s newly designed website
includes a new platform for members
to discuss regulatory or industry
related concerns.

More MEBAC educational and
networking events. Plus, two additional
membership categories for both
educational and professional.

The Middle East and North Africa Business Aviation Association is the principal
forum for promoting the interests of the Region’s business aviation community.
Providing a platform for members to share best practices, helping resolve issues
of concern and enabling the industry to achieve its full potential.
Join MEBAA and discovHUEHQH¿WVWKDWWDke your business to a higher level of
business aviation excellence.
For more information on how your business caQEHQH¿Wby joining MEBAA,
visit us now at www.mebaa.com

F E AT U R E : F I N A NC E

Dr. Matt Gertken

showing a GDP growth of 7.4%. This is down on
the last quarter for 2013, which was 7.7%, but
not as bad as some had feared. However, as the
Telegraph’s Ambrose Pritchard points out, China’s
growth over the last ﬁve years has been largely on
the back of a huge expansion of credit. In fact the
credit-to-GDP ratio in China has risen over the last
ﬁve years from 120% to 220%. In dollar terms,
credit has jumped from $9 trillion to $24 trillion.
This is unprecedented in any modern country in
recent times and is twice the size of the credit bubble that the US experienced in 2007-8, and higher
even than Japan’s credit bubble in 1985-90, which
led to the country’s two lost decades. This is not
good for anyone looking to China as the engine
of global growth.
Dr. Matt Gertken, senior analyst at the geopolitical house Stratfor, points out that a potential
credit bubble is not the only cloud on China’s
horizon. The country is in the throes of reforming
sections of its economy even as the new leadership in the Politburo is engaged in a high proﬁle
anti-corruption campaign, designed to weed out
corrupt ofﬁcials. Both the economic reforms and
the anti-corruption drive have the capacity to
create some serious headwinds for the Chinese
economy, he suggests.
“We have heard for years now about China
being in the process of opening up some sectors to foreign and private investment, while it
strengthens control over pillar industries such
as coal and steel production. However, there are
serious implementation challenges around this,”
he says. What Gertken is referring to is the risk
to jobs and the potential unrest that would follow from China rationalising its over-capacity in
some industries. He points out that while China’s
brand of “command capitalism” may appear to
convey advantages to the country’s leadership
when it comes to making signiﬁcant course cor-

rections in the economy, the country is already at
a point where the market is too complex for state
managers to be more effective than a modern
market orientated model, where thousands of
company management teams all make their own,
individual investment and production decisions.
The “opening up” process is China’s way
of shifting in the direction of a modern market
model, but the shift also requires changes in
labour relations that are going to be interesting
to watch. Riots in China’s super factories are
already becoming more frequent occurrences,
signalling the underlying tensions.
China is “rebalancing”, which means shifting the economy away from investment-driven to
consumer-driven growth. This is also a shift in the
direction of increased responsiveness to market
demands, and the current anti-corruption drive
being pursued by the Chinese leadership is an
attempt to remove the drag corruption creates
on the economy.
“Xi Jinping, China’s new paramount leader,
is famously attempting to “deepen” China’s reforms, which means expanding pro market policies. But before Xi can really get momentum for
these reforms he has to “rectify” the party to his
leadership. This is a common theme with new
Chinese leaders - they seek to consolidate their
power base by ousting old rivals and entrenched
opponents,” Gertken says. But he points out that
Xi is trying to do this at the same time as China
experiences a substantial slowdown in growth
rates for the ﬁrst time in a generation. This is creating its own difﬁculties.
Andy Hoy, senior Vice President, aircraft
sales, for EMEA for Jetcraft, says that in his experience, wealth and the associated increase in jet
sales, tends to move around the planet in a west
to east direction like a slow moving sine wave.
Having been located in Asia for a while it has
now very deﬁnitely shifted to the US, which is
now seeing a real uptick in its economy. In his
view, Europe will feel the beneﬁts of the “happy
wave” next year. “I’ve been telling people for a
while now that the US is the current ‘emerging
market’,” he says.
Hoy adds, however, that despite the positive
movement in the US economy, the uncertainty
generated by the Ukraine crisis is doing business
aviation in Europe no favours. “What we are seeing as a more or less direct consequence of the

Ukraine business is that Russia currently has a lot
more sellers of business jets than buyers. There is
a lot of nervousness in Russia,” he notes.
At the moment China is selling at least as
many jets as it is buying, so that is not a good
sign either. “The sources that are buying in China
are mainly the big leasing companies. Minsheng
Financial Leasing places orders for 40 to 50 aircraft at a time, but much of this buying is in the
hope of ﬁnding a buyer in their turn, so you can’t
take these orders as real,” he says. Moreover,
Hoy points out that with China clamping down
on corruption, legitimate business people are
somewhat nervous of acquiring a corporate jet
for fear of prompting an investigation into their
affairs. “Basically the business aviation industry
has run out of billionaires in China and the next
tier down are nervous,” he notes.
The charter industry in China is not doing
well at all, so there is not much scope yet for
a burgeoning charter industry to absorb some
sales. Moreover, without charter to offset some of
the lifecycle and management costs, the pool of
potential owners is hard to grow. “I think we will
see more aircraft for sale from China than will
be sold into China as far as business aviation is
concerned for the next 24 months,” Hoy ventures.
On the ﬂip side, he says, sales in the US are
deﬁnitely up and he is conﬁdent that Europe will
put in a better showing in 2015. “This is where
we expect to see a good chunk of growth over
the next three years,” he comments. Africa, too,
is turning into a strong market. “We are selling
a lot of planes into Nigeria right now, probably
around 10 a year, with an average value of
around $20 million and a few at $50 million.
Angola is another mature market for business
aviation that we do well in. So there is growth
out there,” he concludes. O
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Q&A: EMTEQ

UPDATE ON
a conversation
with Rachel Bahr,
Director of Marketing

EVA: EMTEQ has recently done a considerable
amount of work developing solutions for the
whole cabin that have a unique way of working
together. What has this involved and what are
the beneﬁts?
RB: Our product portfolio has evolved considerably since EMTEQ was founded as an entrepreneurial start up specializing in avionics provisions and engineering. Today we are a global
company with a range of cabin solutions that we
are able to tailor to meet our customers’ design
and technical needs.
Most recently, we have developed digital
cabin solutions that work together to deliver a
harmonized cabin experience. Our solutions run
off of digital signals making them synergistic in
nature. This translates to easier wiring, simpliﬁed
integration, more intuitive control of the cabin
environment, and broader capabilities for cabin
systems such as cabin power, lighting systems,
and IFE for example.
An example of our harmonized solutions is
best shown through a recent project we worked
on to install our full eConnect™ Suite of Solutions for a European business aircraft operator.
This installation was unique in that it shows the
full breadth of our harmonized cabin solutions
working together. Cabin Control by eConnect ™
was used to control our QUASARII mood lighting,
with passengers able to use their Personal Electronic Devices as the remote control. Wireless
IFE by eConnect was used to upgrade the cabin
to new HD monitors while a Router by eConnect™ was used to ensure that the passenger’s
electronic device will have internet access. At the
same time, our cabin power solutions ensure that
their devices will remain charged throughout the
ﬂight. We are able to complement this type of installation with our engineering, integration, and
certiﬁcation capabilities.
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EVA: EMTEQ has added a number of global locations and partnerships over the years. What
have been some of your more recent developments globally?
RB: Over the years EMTEQ has continued
to grow our global reach. We have recently expanded our European customer service center
in Bachenbülach Switzerland to be able to react
more quickly to customer requests and to provide
better support to projects internationally. We
have also expanded strategic partnerships such
as the agreement with Air Works in India that
was signed in March of this year. Air Works is a
leading provider of aviation services with some
15 maintenance locations in India. This agreement will see Air Works integrating EMTEQ’s
cabin electronics into future upgrades for both
executive and commercial aircraft.
The state-of-the-art facility built for Air Works
in Mumbai now gives Indian owners and operators the option of having world class interiors
done locally that they did not have in the past.
EMTEQ’s goal is to offer our lighting and cabin
solutions worldwide without sacriﬁcing our entrepreneurial principles of local service and support
that our customers have come to expect from us.
EMTEQ has also formed a number of partnerships to pre-integrate our solutions. For example
we have been working closely with Satcom1 to
round out our offering for our Router by eConnect ™ solution. This works with Satcom1’s AvioIP
advanced software suite that allows access to
high speed connectivity for email, internet, and
smart phone operation in ﬂight. It also provides
unique features such as Swiftbroadband Channel
Aggregation, User Management, VPN and other
features tailored to the needs of speciﬁc end users.
EVA: EMTEQ has done a lot of work developing products that enhance the cabin. What has

the take up been like from airframe OEMs and
after market completions houses?
RB: EMTEQ treats each part of the aviation
industry differently. We understand there are differences in these segments, and internally, we
divide our teams for a specialized focus on each
market in order to give them the individualized
attention required. Based on the speciﬁc needs
of each customer type, we have dedicated specialized teams for Business Aftermarket, Airframe
OEMs, and VVIP completions.
Our strategy has always been to develop products to meet needs in the market. Our customers are
comfortable coming to us to develop solutions for
their customers’ needs. They know they can come to
us and say “Hey, our customers are asking for X what
would it take to get it for them?” and with our engineering capabilities, and understanding of the differing needs in both VVIP and Business Aviation we are
able to develop new solutions. We fully understand
all the facets of their program. We believe customers come to us because we understand the technical
speciﬁcation, integration, engineering, and certiﬁcation that is involved in these complex projects.
An example of a customer coming to us for a
speciﬁc need is a recent project we began working on with Greenpoint Technologies. We have a
very long standing relationship with Greenpoint,
going back nine years, during which we have supported them in installing LED lighting for completions of Boeing VIP aircraft. For this project,
Greenpoint had a need for white lighting for a
Boeing 787 completion that operates directly off
of 115VAC wild frequency. Thanks to our strong
understanding of the requirements of this aircraft, we were able to offer Greenpoint a digital
cabin lighting solution that combines both white
and full spectrum mood lighting. This simpliﬁes
integration and the solution provides a broad
range of intuitively controlled capabilities. O
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